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DEDICATION
This book is dedicated in honor of
Randolph Stone, DO, DC, ND
1890-1981 Founder of Polarity Therapy

Quotations from Dr. Stone

“Energy is the real substance behind the appearance of matter and forms.”

“May this work reach the seekers who are looking for a deeper perspective of a common
denominator in the healing arts, to push it along in keeping with the other atomic discoveries of
today. The health and wellbeing of the people should not be neglected. It should really be the first
concern of the scientists, doctors and educators. Without health and happiness, all our modern
conveniences are of little comfort to us.”

“Health is not merely of the body. It is the natural expression of the body, mind, and soul when
they are in rhythm with the One Life. It is not merely a question of physical fitness, but rather is
a result of the soul finding free expression through the mind and body of the individual.”
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Introduction

Goals for the Standards

We, the members of the American Polarity Therapy Association (APTA), consider these
Standards to be the minimum level of study and learning. Standards provide a foundation for
creating a profession that upholds the integrity of Dr. Randolph Stone’s pioneering work and
provide guidelines for the learning, teaching, and ultimately practice of Polarity Therapy. Based
on these Standards, members of APTA are held accountable as instructors, schools, students,
graduates, and practitioners as they interface with the professional health care community,
legislative and governmental bodies, clients, and the general public. These Standards were
established by unanimous consensus of the Standards Committee representing the general
membership of APTA in 1989. They were revised under the supervision of the APTA Board of
Directors in 1996, 1999, 2002, 2008, 2015, 2017, 2018, and 2020, and serve to clarify the scope and
breadth of Polarity Therapy for learning and teaching. This document establishes a clearly
delineated understanding of Dr. Stone’s published works on Polarity Therapy and expresses the
core material essential to learn as a Polarity Therapy graduate.
The Standards provide APTA with a fully agreed-upon core of knowledge of what constitutes
Polarity Therapy. This establishes a primary baseline of knowledge which is developed and
broadened through research, both theoretical and empirical, and through the peer review
process. This process enables the expansion of the generally-accepted knowledge base in a way
that preserves its integrity and validity, referenced to basic principles of Polarity Therapy, and
to the general experience of an accomplished body of Polarity Therapy practitioners, teachers,
and researchers.
As a consensus knowledge base, the Standards unify instructors, schools, students, graduates,
and practitioners. The information contained as core material is included in all Polarity Therapy
curricula and frees each instructor and school to creatively manage the context of the curricula
and the style of teaching. Each instructor and Approved Training Manager (ATM) brings their
own unique blend of personal understanding, insight, experience, and interests to bear on how
the material is presented and what information is emphasized. The student is assured that the
core body of knowledge will be preserved and the practitioner is assured that this same body of
knowledge supports his/her practice.
The Standards additionally provide a common and accepted language by which APTA can
represent its purpose and goals as they define the scope and intent of Polarity Therapy learning,
teaching, and practice. This enables APTA to dialogue with a unified voice in matters of
importance for the profession politically, legislatively, and scientifically.
The Standards are written in well-established and accepted competency-based language that is
recognized by other educational organizations, professions, and governmental agencies. This
common language serves to maintain open and professional communication with those groups
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and individuals who can help develop the Polarity Therapy profession and guide it in the
direction of professional and public acceptance. This serves not only the professional Polarity
Therapy community, but also the allied health care professions and the general public.

Furthermore, the Standards provide a clear and concise statement of expectations that can be
used by APTA for examination and registry into the various levels of membership. The
Standards provide APTA with the baseline information needed to appropriately enforce
standards of education.

Document Layout
This document describes the minimum standard of excellence for study to achieve APP, RPP,
and RPE recognition by APTA. It is divided into four sections: Standards for Education APP/RPP,
Standards for Education RPE, Standards for Administration/Program Management, and Code of Ethics.
The first section of this document are the Standards for Education Associate in Polarity
Principles and Registered in Polarity Principles which are divided into eleven major topics that
encompass the minimum didactic, practical knowledge, and experience required to achieve
APP and RPP recognition.
The content of each major topic is first clarified by descriptive language designed to give an
overview of the scope and intent of the core material embodied by that topic. The core material
is described initially for the APP level of education followed by a continued description for the
RPP level of education. In this way, the information regarded as essential for each level of
education is clearly delineated and the reader can derive an unambiguous notion of how the
Associate and Registered levels of study prepare the student to achieve APP and RPP
recognition.
The descriptive section of each topic is followed by competency-based terminology in outline
form. The intent is to define the essential material for which the student and graduate are
accountable. Where references to Dr. Randolph Stone’s published works are appropriate, they
are so indicated, followed where necessary by expanded and referenced appendices.
Additionally, within this outline, indication is given as to which competencies and information
are required for each of the two levels of study, specified by icons in the margins. This format is
provided so that the reader can easily distinguish and correlate educational levels and
competencies at a glance.
The second section of the Standards for Education is for the Registered Polarity Educator which
is laid out in a format similar to the first section.
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Competency Summaries
Each section of the Standards for Education includes an outline summary of skills and
competencies expected to be learned by a student. Each section of the outline is marked with
icons to indicate whether that content is expected of an APP or RPP. It is important to note
generally, that skills and competencies do not crisply begin and end at specific points, but
rather are integrated in a seamless continuum of ever-growing knowledge.

A Competencies expected at the Associate in Polarity Principles level
R Competencies expected at the Registered in Polarity Principles level
Book References
All references are to the written work of Dr. Randolph Stone, which is available in three
volumes published by CRCS Publications, Sebastopol, CA.
How to read references. For brevity, these three books are referred to as:
HB
Health Building: The Conscious Art of Living Well
Vol. I Polarity Therapy, The Complete Collected Works, Volume One,
Books I, II, III
Vol. II Polarity Therapy, The Complete Collected Works, Volume Two,
Books IV, V, 25 Charts (EEC), Supplemental Publications
Notes:
Page numbering differs between Volume One and Volume Two. In Vol. I. Page numbers refer
to individual books within the volume, while Vol. II has both book and volume numbering at
the top of each page. For ease of use, this document includes volume (Vol), book (Bk) and page
(bp or vp) references.
Dr. Stone also organized much of his teaching in charts, so chart numbers are also often given.
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Associate in Polarity Principles (APP)
Registered in Polarity Principles (RPP)
Minimum Hours of Study Required for attaining
Associate & Registered in Polarity Principles diploma

Theory & Basic Principles of Polarity
Anatomy and Physiology
Energy Model
Orthodox Model
Energetic Evaluation and Integration
Polarity Therapy Energetic Touch
Communication and Facilitation
Hours of Didactic Study
Hours of Guided Personal Exposure
Energetic Nutrition
Stretching Postures
Personal Polarity Experience
Number of one-hour sessions received
Clinical Practice
Number of one-hour sessions given
Hours of Guided Feedback
Business Management and Promotion
Professional Ethics and Law
Electives*
Total hours per level
Hours of actual class time
Hours giving & receiving sessions**
Total hours for each level

Hours required for
APP

Additional hours
required for RPP

10

20

Total
cumulative
hours required
for RPP
30

10
10
5
50

10
90
20
100

20
100
25
150

5
0
5
5

25
30
20
20

30
30
25
25

5

10

15

30
15
0
5
0

70
45
30
5
25

100
60
30
10
25

120
35
155

440
80
520

560
115
675

* Electives shall be determined at the instructor’s discretion and where appropriate, with student
consultation.
** Each separate session given and received shall be credited at the rate of one hour.
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Approved Training Programs

The APTA Director of Education approves prospective Polarity Therapy training programs
according to the APTA Standards for Teaching.
To be approved, the educational curriculum must adhere to the APTA Standards for Education.
The individual applying for an approved training program must hold the Registered Polarity
Educator (RPE) status as well as be an active member of APTA.
RPEs involved with an Approved Program may instruct students; however, the APP, RPP, and
RPE student’s official transcript must be signed by the Approved Training Manager (ATM) in
order to meet the APTA requirements.
APTA maintains a list of schools, courses or classes that offer APTA-approved Polarity Therapy
curricula. This list is available on the APTA website. Inclusion on the list does not imply an
endorsement of the school or program.
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Part One

Theory & Basic Principles of Polarity Therapy
R
A
ASSOCIATE in POLARITY PRINCIPLES (APP)
The beginning student is first introduced to the notion that all life is an expression of energy in
motion and that energy emerges from, and returns to, a central unified source of life energy.
Energy in the body is a manifestation of the cyclic journey of spirit: from its cosmic unified
source, into the duality of the physical realm, and back to its source.
This theme is further developed with the concept of unity and neutrality, and the creation of the
polarized opposite forces of attraction and repulsion. These two forces, in turn, follow the
blueprint inherent within their source as they mutually interact to weave the fabric of manifest
life. Consequently, all forms and processes are generated from within the universal source of
life energy, and are expressions of that life energy in motion.
The theory is further delineated with the formation of the three primary principles of motion as
Satva, the neutral Airy Principle; Rajas, the positive Fiery Principle; and Tamas, the negative
Watery Principle. These three principles set the stage for energy to manifest as five discrete
qualities or steps, characterized by the five elements of Ether, Air, Fire, Water, and Earth.
By virtue of these elements, the physical human body is created. The body is a composite of the
interaction of the five elements (which are electromagnetic in nature) in the physical domain.
The body then, is an electromagnetic energy system expressing the dynamic interplay of the
five elements from their most subtle to their most dense forms. Each form manifests a unique
anatomy, with the most subtle form expressed as a wireless circuitry directing the flow of
energy in its etheric state. Thus, are created not only all aspects of the body, but also the totality
of human expression, described by Dr. Stone as the Pentamirus combination of the elements.
The student is also introduced to the idea that healing and disease are processes that can be
described in energetic terms. Generally, healing and health are attributes of energy flowing in
its natural and unobstructed state, while disease is a reflection of energy in an obstructed
condition in one or more of its several levels of manifestation.
In addition, the life process can be described as states of energy stepping down, as in the case of
disease, and stepping up, as in the case of healing, through the five elemental states of ether, air,
fire, water, and earth. The five states of energy are defined by the quality of energy motion
through the wireless circuits of the body.
Ether is seen as the manifestation of a free, uninterrupted energy flow, experienced as a state of
freedom of expression, creativity, movement, and health. As energy becomes blocked in its
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pathway of motion back to its energy center in the body, the body experiences varying states of
ill health or disease. These states, varying from mental and emotional disturbance, to acute
physical inflammation, to chronic illness, and finally to full degeneration, are characterized by
energetic states corresponding to the four step down elements of air, fire, water, and earth,
respectively.
As disease is regarded as the effect of energy being disrupted in its flow, healing is seen as the
process of releasing the obstructions to the free flow of energy so that it may fully reconnect
with its source. Consequently, a return to physical health is the reconnection of energies in the
body with their respective centers or sources.
This relationship between health and energy connecting with its source is expanded to include
any system. That is, the health of any system is dependent upon its full, undisrupted connection
with its source. With this understanding, the underlying principle of Polarity Therapy emerges
as the idea of “reconnection to a source” and pertains to each facet of the work. This includes
establishing reconnections to sources of energy in the body, in nature, in interpersonal and
societal relationships, and within oneself, to the source of life energy itself.
Health is considered in its larger context beyond just the body, recognizing the
interconnectedness of all things to each other and to a unified central source of life energy.

REGISTERED in POLARITY PRINCIPLES (RPP)
Once an understanding has been derived as to how energy relates to form and process, the
study delves deeper into the dynamics of how the body is created and functions as an energy
system. The body is seen as a system of energy fields and centers, wireless energy pathways,
lines of force, and geometric and harmonic relationships. The energies of the body are derived
from and organized around a central ultrasonic core. The ultrasonic core is an expression of
primary energy as the neutral essence. This neutral essence is stored in and conveyed by
cerebrospinal fluid throughout the whole of the human system. The neutral essence is
considered to be the basic ordering and healing principle in the human body.
The ultrasonic core is the central pathway of motion along which the five primary centers are
created and located anatomically, along the central canal of the spinal cord. Two intertwining
currents of pranic energy, each the polarized opposite of the other, pursue a double helical
pathway along this core, creating the five chakras or whirling energy centers of ether, air, fire,
water, and earth, located in the center of the throat, behind the heart, in the solar plexus behind
the umbilicus, at the lumbosacral junction, and at the sacrococcygeal junction, respectively. In
this way the five sensory pranas are formed in order to enable the perception of our physical
experience. Similarly, five motor pranas are formed from two currents also emergent from the
entry point of the ultrasonic core, at the eye center. These two currents form the five primary
oval fields of the head, neck, chest, abdomen, and pelvis, representing the five elements of
ether, air, fire, water, and earth, respectively.
These five fields enable the body to interact with its environment. They also contain the five
primary chakras of perception and establish an energetic physiology as the motor and sensory
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pranas commingle. From the ultrasonic core and the five primary chakras emerge currents of
subtle electromagnetic energy that fill the space of the etheric body with etheric energy waves.
The pathways of these etheric energy waves create a wireless circuitry that interconnect every
point of this subtle form with every other point within the energetic system. The pathways
follow three distinct directions as vertical, North-South, Watery currents on the right and left
sides of the body; coronally, Fiery currents spiraling on the anterior and posterior aspects of the
body; and transverse, East-West, Airy currents intertwining horizontally from the feet to the
head. These three primary currents create an interwoven field which expresses the three
principles of energy movement, also known as the Gunas.
The energy body created by these three etheric energy wave circuits describes a spatially
oriented, triaxial set of polarity relationships as top (+) and bottom (-), anterior (-) and posterior
(+), and right (+) and left (-). The center of the body lying in between any of the three axes is
neutral (o). The concept of “Three Geometries” is a synthesis of Dr. Stone’s work, developed by
subsequent Polarity Therapy teachers, which is helpful in organizing the interrelated energetic
anatomies described by Dr. Stone. This concept is included in the Standards for Education to
help students understand energetic relationships in the body.
Three primary sets of geometric relationships emerge in the formation of the etheric energy
body. The first set (Geometries of Projection and Reflection) interconnects the five elements and
three principles with the various fields and centers of the body. The second set (Geometries of
Involution and Evolution) interconnects the generating lines of force with internal and external
gravity. The third set (Geometries of Symmetry and Balance) interconnects the five elements
and three principles with spatially and functionally related harmonics, and specific and
formative energy-focusing body postures.

Geometries of Projection & Reflection
The geometric relationships that interconnect the five elements and three principles with the
various fields and centers can be called the Geometries of Projection and Reflection. These
describe geometric harmonic relationships, created as the three principles of positive, neutral,
and negative forces, which induce the creation and sustain the motion of the five elements. Dr.
Stone demonstrates how the three principles are expressed in the body in Vol. I, Bk II, Chart 4,
bp. 11, showing the Anterior Structural Relationships, and in Vol. II, Bk V, Chart 2, vp. 85 and
Chart 19, vp. 163, showing the Posterior Structural Relationships.
Further delineation of the Three Principles’ harmonic reflexes is included in this document as
Appendix B, references A through G (see p. 53). The three principles of energy movement are
the primary forces that are expressed as fundamental relationships in the centers and fields of
the body.
These relationships allow the creation and interweaving of the five elements and are first
expressed in the creation of the eye center and head. From this level, energy is projected into the
physical domain and the physical body via the five elements. The projected energy creates the
arena in which life is experienced. These same energies are then reflected back as sensory
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feedback. This reflection of sensory information modulates the continued projection which, in
turn, modifies additional reflected feedback. In this way the projection-reflection loop tempers
our perception and experience of life.
Dr. Stone depicts the fundamental field and center relationship in his chart called the
“Primordial Mind Pattern in the Head” (Vol. II, Bk V, Chart 7, vp. 118). From this representation
are derived other reflex patterns created as the five elements expressed as the dual relationship
of projection and reflection.
These have been included in this document as Appendix B, references H through P (see p. 53),
which describe such specific harmonic reflexes as those linking the cranial structures to the
pelvic girdle, the tongue, thumb webs, and ankles to the abdomen and pelvis, and the ear
pinna, hands, and feet to the overall body.

Geometries of Involution & Evolution
The second set of geometric patterns is depicted by the Geometries of Involution and Evolution.
The Involution Pattern is represented in Vol. I, Bk I, Chart 5, bp. 49, and the Evolution Pattern is
depicted in Vol. II, Bk V, Chart 6, vp. 113.
The two postures of involution (known as the fetal position), and evolution (known as the
“bow” posture in Hatha Yoga) are polarized energy focusing body positions. The fetal posture
intensifies the focus of energy within the body and also promotes the downward and outward
flow of “Apana” forces for expulsion and elimination. The “bow” posture represents the pattern
of selfless openness and reconnection with the source of life energy. The geometry depicts an
orientation of the torso and all the primary body centers toward its energy source, while the feet
and lower extremities stay grounded and in an opposite orientation. The harmonic reflexes
represented by these two geometric patterns relate various aspects of the body to each other
structurally and functionally, and also describe relationships of the body to cycles in nature
through the zodiac, specifically through the involutionary pattern. Where the evolutionary
pattern demonstrates motor and sensory relationships regionally, the involutionary pattern
describes relationships within the body between elements and principles. Each element
resonates with a specific aspect of the body according to its positive, neutral, and negative
principle from both a structural and functional standpoint.

Geometries of Symmetry & Balance
A third set of geometric relationships is created by interconnecting the lines of force that direct
energies as they initially form the body. This set of relationships can be referred to as the
Geometries of Symmetry and Balance. These are represented by the Interlaced Triangles (Vol. I,
Bk II, Chart 11, bp. 18), the Five Pointed Star (Vol. I, Bk II, Charts 9 and 10, bpp. 16-17), and the
Geometric Gravity Lines (Vol. I, Bk I, Charts 6 and 7, bpp. 76-78). Together these charts depict
an overall relationship between internal lines of force as they reflect our net response to gravity
internally and externally. When the body’s energies are flowing freely and concentrically with
respect to the ultrasonic core, then the lines of force are aligned such that the body experiences
structural symmetry and physiological balance.
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Expressions of the Elements
The body is seen as an intricate and dynamic interplay of the Three Principles and Five
Elements that create its subtle anatomy and physiology. Furthermore, the Three Principles and
Five Elements are understood to make up more than the body alone. They inter-combine in
their many states to create all aspects of human expression, including body, emotions, mind,
and spirit.
The five chakras, which first define the elements in the physical realm, are expressed negatively
as the emotions of pride (ether), greed (air), anger (fire), attachment (water), and fear (earth).
This is the experience of humankind when the attention is directed entirely downward and
outward into the world for the purpose of identifying the ego with the worldly creation,
thinking itself the prime mover of life. In contrast, when the attention is directed inward and
upward, acknowledging the source of life energy as the doer behind our experience and
understanding of the world and ourselves, the passions transform into the five virtues of
courage (earth), detachment (water), forgiveness (fire), contentment (air), and humility (ether).
Beyond the passions and virtues, the elements express our experience of emotion, gross and
subtle body movement, and lifestyle habits as well as the fluids and tissues of the coarse
metabolic body.
Dr. Stone describes these element inter-combinations through the Pentamirus Combinations
(Vol. II, vp. 226). Each element predominantly influences the other four elements in some aspect
of our experience.
Dr. Stone separates our observation of the effects of the elements from the elements themselves.
In short, we are not the elements. We watch them weave their play. We can watch with
respectful distance and appreciate the tapestry, or get caught up in the illusion and lose sight of
who we are, where we are, and where we are going.
Dr. Stone strongly acknowledges the role of consciousness as it affects the energies of the body.
He describes a hierarchy of consciousness from the most sublime states of being to the coarsest
levels of life. In the realms of mind, consciousness may be experienced in many ways and
forms, all of which embody particular frequencies or vibrations of energy. Dr. Stone’s statement
“energy is the real substance behind the appearance of matter and forms,” therefore applies to
consciousness as well as physical phenomena. Thoughts impact form according to the energetic
charge and wave form of the thought. These are significant forces or stresses to be reckoned
with in the physical body. The energies of the body change and transform in accordance with
the form of the impacting thought, thereby affecting the integrity and health of the system.
The RPP student develops an understanding of how the mind affects the energetic status of the
principles and elements, and therefore, all aspects of human experience. From emotions, to
physical states, to the overall quality of life, the interplay of the principles and elements
expresses our state of mind and health. As the energies are disrupted in their motion away from
and back toward their respective centers both in the body and in nature, we experience the
stepped-down states of pathology, both organically and psychologically.
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The more disturbed the flow of energy in the body, the more inefficient the body functions. The
body’s energies shift from their concentric flow around the ultrasonic core toward an
increasingly eccentric motion. The intent of Polarity Therapy is to assist the body’s reestablishment of concentric energy movement by releasing blocked energy in the body and
guiding the client to do the same in all aspects of his/her life. Once blocks to this free flow are
released, energy naturally returns to its source, whether in the body, in nature, or throughout
the domain of consciousness.
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Competency Summary:
Theory & Basic Principles of Polarity Therapy
The student will have a basic understanding and working knowledge of the theory and basic
principles of Polarity Therapy included in the following outline:
A

I.

All life, in its many forms and processes, comes from a unified, central source in spirit.
A. Concept of unity and neutrality
B. Concept of polarity opposites; duality of repulsion and attraction
C. Concept of neutral center and its relationship to polarized positive and negative
impulses; the generation of form and process from the essential pattern within
the neutral source

A

II. Concept of energy and the manifestation of life
A. Involution and Evolution as processes of quantum shifts or discrete steps of
energy moving away from, and back to, its original source.
B. The 3 gunas: Satva (o), Rajas (+), Tamas (-); the Three Principles of energy flow
C. The 5 elements: Ether, Air, Fire, Water, and Earth
D. “As above, so below;” formation of the macrocosm and its reflection in the
microcosm

A III. The development of the human form as a dynamic energy system
A. The Ultrasonic core
B. Formation of energy centers within the ultrasonic core; the sensory pranas and
the five chakras
C. Formation of the oval fields (head, neck, chest, abdomen, pelvis); the motor
pranas and the five elements
D. Relationships between five sensory centers (chakras) and five motor oval fields
E. The triaxial, spatial, polarity relationships of the body [top (+) / bottom (-);
posterior (+) / anterior (-); and right (+) / left (-)]
F. The etheric energy body; etheric energy waves as most subtle electromagnetic
energy emanations from the five central chakras; three primary pathways of
etheric energy motion which express the Three Principles as Energy, forming
East-West transverse currents (o), Fire spiral currents (+), and North-South
vertical currents (-) [see Appendix A]
R
G. The 3 primary geometric relationships established by the
interaction of the motor
and
sensory pranas, and etheric energy
waves as they “weave”
the subtle electromagnetic wireless body (see
Appendix E)
1. Geometries of projection and reflection (field, center, current pathway and
pattern, spatial harmonic relationships)
2. Geometries of involution and evolution (harmonic relationships of
elements and fields to the two fundamental and polarized opposite energy
focusing postures on body positions)
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3. Geometries of symmetry and balance (relationships between internal
of force and internal/external gravity)

Part Two

Anatomy & Physiology
(Energy-based and Orthodox)

ASSOCIATE in POLARITY PRINCIPLES (APP)
A rudimentary understanding is expected of the location and basic normal function of the major
systems, organs, and tissues, including the neuro-muscular-skeletal system and special senses,
the gastrointestinal system, the genito-urinary system, the endocrine system, the immune
system, the integumentary system, and the cardiovascular-respiratory system.
The body’s subtle anatomy is then introduced in terms of its levels of manifestation
(summarized in Appendix C). As energy is directed to create the physical body, specific fields
and lines of force are created. In addition, geometric relationships are created that interconnect
these fields with each other.
The three primary geometric energy patterns are introduced, as described in the preceding
section. These are the geometric relationships of Projection and Reflection, Involution and
Evolution, and Symmetry and Balance.

REGISTERED in POLARITY PRINCIPLES (RPP)
After studying the location and normal function of major anatomical systems, students deepen
their knowledge of the major organ and fluid systems including the integumentary system, the
skeletal system, the muscular system, the nervous system, the endocrine system, the blood,
heart, and circulatory system, the lymphatic system, the respiratory system, the reproductive
system, and a detailed physiological understanding of the mechanism of the primary
respiratory system.
Anatomical position, anatomical direction, planes and body sections, body cavities, and body
regions will be understood and the student will now have a language to communicate specific
location, spatially and topographically. The concepts of the complementarity of normal
structure, function, and homeostasis will be understood as unifying themes for human life.
Structural levels of organization and chemical levels of organization are seen and understood as
forming the framework of like processes. This would include the atomic level, molecular,
protein, elemental, cellular, tissue, and organ systems. The basic chemistry of life is also
understood including chemical bonding and basic inorganic concepts of water, acids, bases, and
salts and organic concepts of carbohydrates, lipids, proteins, and nucleic acids.
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The function of the organs’ systems can now be explored on a somewhat deeper level with
continual reference and comparison to the underlying anatomy as its blueprint. The RPP
student has a deeper understanding of the major organ systems from deeper study of each
individual system.

The mechanism of disease is explored from an orthodox perspective giving the RPP student a
basic concept of pathophysiology, pathogenic organisms and particles, tumors, cancer, and
inflammation. The student is then familiar with disease terminology and the mechanisms of
disease from a Western perspective and can compare it to energy concepts of subtle imbalances
in the energetic patterns.
From an energetic standpoint the charts cited in Appendices A and B, relating to the three sets
of geometric relationships are studied. Centers and fields are located topographically, as are
etheric energy pathways, lines of force, and harmonic relationships depicted on the appropriate
charts.
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Competency Summary: Anatomy & Physiology
The student will have a basic understanding of and, where appropriate, the ability to
demonstrate the location of, the following:

I. Energy-based model
A
R

A. Energy anatomy locations, relationships, and functions (see Appendices A and C)
B. Location and function of fields, centers, lines of force, and harmonic reflexes described
by the three primary geometric relationships of projection and reflection, involution and
evolution, and symmetry and balance (see Appendix B).

II. Orthodox model
A
R
R
R

A. Location and function of major anatomical systems; topographic anatomy
B. Function of tissue, fascia, tendons, ligaments, and muscles
C. Basic kinesiology including function of major muscles, joints, and bones
D. Location and normal function of major fluid systems, i.e., blood, lymph, and
cerebrospinal

A
A
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Part Three

Energetic Evaluation & Integration
(Skills of assessment, history taking, observation, interaction, and synthesis)

ASSOCIATE in POLARITY PRINCIPLES (APP)
The polarity paradigm offers a comprehensive model from which the entirety of Polarity
Therapy can be derived. The model provides a continuity between theory, energy mapping
throughout the body and nature, and the practical application of the fundamental energy
principles to affect the healing process. A primary strength of this model is the comprehensive
description of those aspects of a person’s body and life that are particularly appropriate and
significant when assessing the composite energetic nature of one’s current life experience.
This knowledge enables the student to unravel and synthesize the complex diversity of input
derived from a multitude of sources. These include what the client* presents as clinical histories,
how they express themselves both verbally and non-verbally, how they appear in both physical
appearance and temperament, and how energy can be detected by palpation.
Other levels of input involve the student’s own observations, both rationally and intuitively, of
the client’s general demeanor and attitude, self-image and personal beliefs, and the energetic
expression of these shaping forces in and through the body. Further information is derived from
the client’s feedback, both verbally and nonverbally, throughout the course of interaction with
the student.
This includes response from contact both physically and emotionally, reaction to insights and
bringing issues to light, and willingness to embrace the process of healing with appropriate
changes in habits and general lifestyle.
By applying the energy model to the many observations derived from interacting with the
client, the student can make the connections necessary to yield a consistent picture of how a
person’s entire life process has served to create their reality. The intent of the evaluative process
is to be able to assess how the client’s past and present experience has generated the specific
body and lifestyle manifestations that may or may not be consciously accessible to him/her. This
knowledge enables the student to more effectively lay out a course of care and interaction for
the purpose of bringing clients toward a greater state of freedom, creativity, and peace in their
lives.
*When speaking of a “client”, the Standards are referring to the individual the student is
practicing with in order to learn concepts being taught.
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REGISTERED in POLARITY PRINCIPLES (RPP)
The evaluative and integrative skills of the RPP student enable the establishment of an accurate
energetic description of how disease and distress are created in clients’ lives, and how clients
can grow to create a life conducive to healing and fulfillment. The evaluation is dynamic and
acknowledges the many opportunities and options worthy of exploration through the four
major aspects of Polarity Therapy including: Polarity Energy Work; communication and
facilitation; energetic nutrition, diet, and cleansing; and stretching postures.
The evaluation process is multifaceted and may begin with a detailed history of the client’s life,
uncovering the many experiences, beliefs, self-images, and survival strategies of the client that
have tempered his or her thoughts, feelings, and interactions with the world. Beyond the mental
and emotional blocks to the free flow of energy, other factors play a significant role in shaping
life. These include physical effects of trauma, surgery, diseases, and genetic faults; lack of
proper nutrition at any stage from intrauterine life through the present; toxins from improper
diet; debilitating and abusive lifestyle habits and environmental exposure; overindulgence of
the senses in general; insufficient exercise and poor body use habits; and familial
predispositions and sociocultural influences.
Many aspects of a person’s life can lead to dissipation and exhaustion of energy. The effect is to
unbalance the principles and elements and disrupt their free flow throughout the mind and
body. Results include excessive contraction or expansion of energy fields, asymmetries in
structural balance, loss of tissue and fluid integrity, disruption of body function, and distortion
of geometric harmonic reflex relationships. Accurate assessment of the specific distortions and
imbalances are delineated in Appendices A, B, C, and D and are referenced to Dr. Stone’s
published material. Acuteness or chronicity of the energy status of the body is also noted, as are
the responses of the body to the release of energy. As students interact with clients both
verbally and nonverbally, they constantly gather information that will correlate the many
relationships of energetic patterning of the body with the modalities of Polarity Therapy. Using
the broad knowledge base of basic principles of energy motion and fundamentals of anatomy
and physiology (both energy-based and metabolic), as well as skills of observation using all the
senses (including the inner sense of intuition, inspiration, and knowing), students are able to
create a flexible therapeutic strategy and clearly define health-directed goals. The intent is to
facilitate and guide the clients through their process of healing both with efficiency and regard
for the dignity and reverence of human life.
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Competency Summary: Energetic Evaluation & Integration
Students have an understanding of and, where appropriate, the ability to perform and
integrate the following:

A I. Note mental and emotional tension and ability to sit still [Vol. II, vp. 130]
A II. Check pulses to assess proportionate flow of three principles as energy currents
of Prana
A. Type or quality of pulse [Vol. I, Bk III, bp. 33]
1. Excessive Air – fast, zig-zag, crooked, undulating, “snake-like”
2. Excessive Fire – restless, jerky, jumpy, “frog-like”
3. Excessive Water – slow, weak, restricted, soft, “swan-like”
B. Rate of Pulse with respect to respiratory rate (respiration:pulse ratio is 1:4)
[Vol. I, Bk I, bpp. 57, 87; Vol. II, vp. 130]
1. Check carotids (indicative of deep perineal, to balance and relax, source
of tension – parasympathetic balance)
a. Fast – stimulate X Cranial Nerve
b. Slow – inhibit X Cranial Nerve
2. Check extremities (indicative of Prana distribution via sympathetic
nervous system)
C. Tension of pulse (carotids and extremities) [Vol. II, vpp. 209-210]
1. Tense right pulse – Hypertensive condition (hyperemic center, anemic
periphery)
2. Weak right pulse – Hypotensive condition (anemic center, hyperemic
periphery) stronger left pulse wave

R III. Note acuteness or chronicity of energy condition
[Vol. I, Bk I, bpp. 72-74; Bk III, bpp. 11, 22, 40-41; Vol. II, vpp. 134, 148]
A. Acute condition – indicates working with positive impulse from top downinside out
B. Chronic condition – indicates working with negative impulse from bottom
up-outside in
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R IV. Check structural polarity on a gravity test board with a plumb line (or
equivalent). Reflects inner distortion to inner gravity of ultrasonic core, as the
axis of pivot for all body functions. [Vol. I, Bk III, bpp. 65-66; Vol. II, Bk IV,
vpp. 17-25; Bk V, bpp. 128-130]
A. Note (+) where muscles bulge; (-) where musculature is hollow on back;
note tone
B. Check anterior-inferior (AI) sacral base (Appendix D)
C. Check longitudinal relationships for structural energy balance
[Vol. I, Bk I, Chart 7, bp. 78]
1. Diagonal from mid shoulders to mid buttocks crossing L2-3
[Vol. I, Bk III, Chart 11, bp. 65, reprinted in Vol. II, Bk IV, vp. 17]

2. Mid shoulder to sacral base and apex [Vol. II, Bk IV, Chart 2, vp. 20]
3. TMJ to hip joint [Vol. I, Bk III, Chart 4, bp. 45]
4. Atlanto-Occipital articulation to sacroiliac articulation
[Vol. II, Bk IV, Chart 2, vp. 20]
5. Diagonals from Atlanto-Occipital articulation to:
a. Sacroiliac, crossing at T5
b. Crests of ilia, crossing at C5 [Vol. II, Bk IV, Chart 13, vp. 27]
A V. Check leg length for contracted electromagnetic energy side as well as for
prognosis indication (better prognosis the quicker the body’s response to
equalizing electromagnetic currents as evidenced by equal leg lengths)
[Vol. I, Bk II, Chart 18, bp. 25, reprinted in Vol. II, Bk IV, vpp. 36-37]
R VI. Check specific cervical tension patterns over transverse processes to diagnose
spinal relationships, hence body-wide progression (particularly as affected by
parasympathetic and sympathetic nervous systems)
[Vol. I, Bk I, Chart 6, bp. 76; Vol. II, Bk 5, Chart 2, vpp. 85-22, 29, 92, 99]
R VII. Check vertebrae for local spinal analysis; (+) hypermobile and adjacent (-)
hypomobile conditions, indicative of local cerebrospinal fluid stagnation and
interference with Prana [Vol. II, vpp. 92-93]
A VIII. Check vital reserve capacity [(+) ear lobe; (o) mound of Venus, wrist bracelets,
hollow of hand; (-) buttock and thigh tone] [Vol. II, Bk V, vp. 131]
R IX. Check reflex relationships of vital centers and actions (relative to five elements
and three principles) via:
A. Hands and feet, thumb web and ankle [Vol. I, Bk II, Charts 4, 17, 31, bpp. 11,
24, 38; Bk III, Chart 3, bp. 37; Vol. II, Bk V, Chart 4, vpp. 105-112, 183-184]
B. Face and head
1. Expressions [Vol. II, Bk V, Chart 7, vp. 118]
2. Voice [Vol. II, Chart 21, vp. 199]
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3. Tongue, mouth, and teeth [Vol. II, Chart 21, vp. 199]
4. Ears [Vol. I, Bk II, Chart 58, bp. 79]
5. Nose and nasal cavity [Vol. II, vp. 133]
6. Eyes [Vol. I, Bk I, bpp. 64, 77; Bk III, bpp. 55, 102]
7. Cranium Vol. I, Bk II, Charts 43, 44, bpp. 50-53;
Vol. II, Charts 7, 8, vpp. 118-125]
C. Body cavities of neck, chest, abdomen, and pelvis
[Vol. I, Bk II, Chart 4, bp. 11; Vol. II, Bk V, Chart 8, vp. 121]
D. Extremities of arm and forearm; thigh and leg [Vol. I, Bk II, Chart 4, bp. 11]
E. Joints [Vol. I, Bk III, Charts 4, 5, bpp. 45-49]
R X. Check client with respect to Pentamirus combination of five elements
[Vol. II, vpp. 226-227]
A. Emotions
B. Motions (volitional)
C. Subconscious physiologic motivations, drives, and cravings
D. Fluids (expellable), chemistries
E. Solids: cells, tissues, organs, and systems
A XI. Check causes of exhaustion [Vol. II, Bk V, vp. 131]
A. Mental blocks
B. Emotional blocks
C. Physical defects
D. Lack of proper nutrition
E. Overindulgence of senses, food, and drink
F. Toxins from improper food
G. Four elements unbalanced in function
A XII. Note energy response to re-establishment of free, rhythmic energy flow
[Vol. II, Bk V, vp. 149]
R XIII. Correlate function of vital centers and actions with the three nervous systems
to determine major energy interference patterns; hence sequence or
progression to eliminate blocks through manipulation, diet, stretching
postures, and positive assistance; to enable the person to deal with emotional
and mental attitudes effectively.
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Part Four

Polarity Energetic Touch

ASSOCIATE in POLARITY PRINCIPLES (APP)
Here the student is introduced to practical applications of Polarity Therapy through energetic
touch. First, the capacity to sense energy by touch is developed, as a foundational skill which
grows more and more sophisticated through years of practice.
Second, touch is considered in the context of the three principles as three distinct types of
interaction and effect on the body. Then, touch is applied for the purpose of releasing blocked
energy and to permit the body to complete its energetic circuits of motion. Polarity Energy
Work is more than technique. The practitioner’s attitude, intuition. and intention are all
significant dimensions of a Polarity Therapy session experience, which becomes a blend of both
technical and artistic knowledge and skill.
Polarity Therapy derives its effectiveness from two dimensions of the session experience. These
have been termed the “Electromagnetic” and “Relationship Recognition” aspects of practice.
The Electromagnetic dimension relates to the skillful placement of hands at strategic locations
on the body and subsequent self-adjustment of current flow along the relevant pathways, as the
client’s system responds to the supportive energetic contact.
Relationship Recognition refers to the subtle interaction between client and student, in which
right attitude, effective boundaries, and knowledgeable capacity to identify energetic events, all
contribute to the client’s self-adjustment process. Appendix F explores the Relationship
Recognition dimension in detail.
In order to direct the student more specifically, the body’s subtle anatomy is explored,
expressed as the three primary pathways of etheric energy flow through the three primary
geometric patterns. It is not necessary to become fully familiar with the intricacies of the reflex
geometric relationships throughout the body, but rather to create a deep relaxation of the body,
release blocked energy, and acknowledge the experience of flowing energy. The intent is to
develop a sensitivity to touch within the context of the body’s wireless anatomy.
As proficiency develops, the student begins to understand the concept of energy tracing and is
neither confined to specific techniques nor restricted to following premeditated lines of energy
flow. Rather, the student begins to develop the art of Polarity practice, a general flow to his/her
work, and evolves an ability to create and follow through with a general session of Polarity
Energy Work. This includes being sensitive not only to the qualities of touch as they change
throughout the general session, but also being cognizant of the client’s response as energy is
released.
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REGISTERED in POLARITY PRINCIPLES (RPP)
The RPP student becomes sufficiently familiar with the body’s energy anatomy and physiology
that they can readily recognize and work with energy patterns. They become increasingly fluent
with the various techniques and systems of touch, being sensitive to the subtleties and nuances
of interaction as clients present their own unique needs. Three forms of Polarity Energy Work
encompass the broad scope of techniques presented in Dr. Stone’s publications.
These forms are: spatially-oriented, process-oriented, and energy tracing. This division of the
whole of Polarity Energy Work into these categories has been developed by Polarity Therapy
teachers following Dr. Stone, as a valuable way for students to organize the material and
develop their own personal understanding and style of Polarity Therapy practice. It is
presented here for this purpose. It is not intended to become a rigid formula or standard
protocol, but rather a guide into the infinite variety of session experiences possible within the
practice of Polarity Therapy.

Spatially-oriented Polarity Energy Work
The spatially-oriented form of Polarity Energy Work involves releasing the obstructions to the
free flow of energy in the body via the wireless circuitry of the etheric energy pathways as well
as through the reflex patterns derived from the three primary geometries of projection and
reflection, involution and evolution, and symmetry and balance. The etheric energy patterns are
superimposed over the geometric patterns and yield another complete set of harmonic
relationships as each element is spatially represented in each field and region of the body.
With this spatial set of relationships between geometric harmonics, lines of force, fields, centers,
and etheric energy pathways, the student can trace and release energy obstructions throughout
the body. Where a dominant field contraction or distortion exists, the influencing reflexes can be
traced and released in order to allow the dominant obstruction to more efficiently relax,
enabling energy to move through that area with greater ease.

Process-oriented Polarity Energy Work
The process-oriented form of Polarity Energy Work is another generalized system of touch
therapy derived entirely from Dr. Stone’s publications. The intent, to release obstructions to the
free flow of energy, is within the same etheric energy framework as the spatially-oriented
system, but with a different emphasis. As the term implies, the spatially-oriented approach is
focused on how energy organizes the space and form of the human body. The process-oriented
system is focused on how energy organizes the life processes and physiology of the human
form.
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The process form of Polarity Energy Work follows a five-phase approach to releasing energy
obstructions. Each phase focuses on a particular quality of energy as it courses throughout the
body. The first phase is to establish an etheric quality of receptivity and relaxation. The Polarity
Paradigm recognizes that the mind requires the form of the physical body in order to
experience life. To relax the physical body is to also relax the “physical mind,” or the mind
concentrated on and conscious of the physical realm of experience. The result of assisting a
general relaxation is to induce a receptive attitude toward releasing old and no longer
productive or appropriate strategies for living. Outworn habits that have led to a breakdown of
health can then be replaced with lifestyle approaches that rebuild health. New strategies and
attitudes can be developed that increase our creativity, health, and happiness.
The second phase is associated with the first step down quality of energy as obstructions to its
free flow are initially established. This first energy shift away from an etheric quality of
uninterrupted energy flow is referred to as an air element quality, or an Airy obstruction to
energy flow. This type of obstruction is created when thoughts, which modulate energy
entering and flowing through the body, become ego centered and cause us to lose sight of the
larger picture of life.
This narrowing of focus on ourselves, most commonly at the expense of others, whether
intended or not, creates a disturbance to the first subtle expression of energy through overcontrolled or under-controlled emotions. The body responds by over-contracting or overexpanding its energy fields and pathways, thus distorting its structural symmetry and
functional harmonic reflexes. Functions and patterns primarily resonant with air energy are
most notably affected. These especially include the functions of respiration and digestion.
Respiration, in an energetic sense, takes on the larger meaning of the ability to take energy in
and let it back out with a rhythmic ebb and flow, with no push or pull that restricts or impedes
its motion. This pertains to efficiently taking in oxygen and releasing carbon dioxide through
the cardiorespiratory system, and also to discriminatingly take in new ideas and release
outworn prejudices and judgements through our belief system.
Airy restrictions are both coarse and subtle. Airy blocks to energy flow can occur as coarse
gaseous obstructions, for example in the gastrointestinal system resulting from dietary
indiscretion or perhaps from enzymatic insufficiency. Or blocks can occur at the molecular level
as, for instance, interference to cellular respiration and energy production resulting from inborn
errors of metabolism or possibly nutritional deficits with inadequate mineral or coenzyme
levels in the diet.
Subtle and coarse Airy restrictions will affect the subtlest aspect of respiration, the Primary
Respiratory Impulse. This craniosacral respiration establishes a subtle rhythmic primary
respiratory pulsation throughout the body. The Primary Respiratory Impulse delivers
cerebrospinal fluid and primary energy throughout the nervous system and body as a whole.
This primary essential energy or “Breath of Life,” serves to maintain the ordering principle of
the Ultrasonic Core throughout the mind-body system. This is expressed energetically within
cerebrospinal fluid and as craniosacral motion that is networked everywhere in the body via the
fluid and connective tissue systems.
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Subtle and coarse Airy restrictions affect the cardiorespiratory system in both bodily structure
and physiology. The transverse diaphragms of the body stabilize and regulate function. Airy
obstructions here have a far-reaching effect on all body systems.
Dr. Stone emphasizes the need to release blocked energy in and around the largest stabilizer,
the respiratory diaphragm, which he calls the “primary neutral stabilizer of bodily function.”
Separating the thoracic and abdominal cavities, this muscle occupies a central position in the
body. When it is permitted its full excursion and energy is able to flow up and down through
this neutral mid pole, all other systems of the body function more efficiently.
The third phase of process-oriented Polarity Energy Work is associated with the fire element.
The primary system involved at this level is the Autonomic Nervous System. As Dr. Stone
writes, the Parasympathetic System is the neutral conduit that channels thoughts from their
pre-physical field of origin into the physical realm. The Sympathetic System in turn, becomes
the positive channel to shuttle thoughts into action through its interaction with the negative
pole of the nervous system, the Cerebrospinal System.
As energy is obstructed in the autonomic nervous system, thoughts are not able to step down
from conception into completed action. The common net result is frustration and thwarting of
expression in the world. The focus of this phase of Polarity Energy Work is to release the blocks
to a free flow of energy in the parasympathetic and sympathetic nervous systems and allow the
pent-up energies of unfulfilled thoughts and desires to conclude their cycles.
Thoughts at the autonomic level of influence organize the body viscerally, affecting the smooth
musculature and parenchymal or functional cells of the various organs. Where thoughts have
not concluded their cycle, discontent is sustained within the physical body and energy
movement distorts accordingly. Depending on the quality of the thought and the intensity of
the desire behind its fulfillment, the resulting distortion manifests in one part of the body as an
excessive holding in and constriction, and in another part as a giving up and loss of tone and
internal support. Where energy pathways become obstructed, pressure develops and local
tissues and organs become inflamed, which are fire energy phenomena.
Releasing energy to move more efficiently within and through the parasympathetic and
sympathetic nervous systems frees the body to organize itself more effectively. Often as blocks
are released, insight arises as to how we have created the old and cumbersome patterns and
beliefs by which we lived. With a clearer and more discerning mind we are then better able to
create a vision for ourselves and re-pattern our lives toward a greater life potential.
Thinking modulates feelings and emotions, which in turn, influence the flow of energy
throughout the body. By consciously changing our attitude from being self-defeating to selffulfilling, our emotions support and nurture the process. Accordingly, our lifestyle changes
from one of exhaustion and debilitation to one of building and creating health.
Releasing energetic obstructions within the autonomic nervous system and enabling a more
efficient transmission of thoughts into action provides the groundwork for the fourth, or
Watery, phase of Polarity Energy Work.
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Dr. Stone describes this process as one of balancing the cerebrospinal nervous system with the
“vital actions and centers” of the body. As he notes, the cerebrospinal nervous system functions
as the energetic link between bringing thought into action via the autonomic and visceral
systems, and completing the intended action through the neuro-musculoskeletal and connective
tissue systems.
As distortions in the cerebrospinal network are released, the balancing of the vital actions and
centers can be more effectively accomplished. The five elements create the centers and fields of
the body. Within these fields exist the many lines of force and geometric and harmonic
relationships that give the body its shape and function. The dynamic interplay of the five
elements is the “vital action” of the body.
Each element emerges from its chakra and interacts with the other four elements according to
the blueprint from the source of life energy that created them. For the body to experience health,
each element must maintain a full and uninterrupted connection with its source. Consequently,
the intent of this phase of process-oriented Polarity Energy Work is to facilitate the connection
of each element with its source in the body and in nature. Focus is predominantly on releasing
chronic and long-standing obstructions, within the water element phase of expression.
Many techniques have been delineated to help balance the vital actions and centers of the body.
A listing of these techniques is provided in Appendix E with references to Dr. Stone’s books.
The accomplished student has explored these various techniques until they are second nature.
With the attention freed from the mechanics of the techniques, the student can concentrate on
developing his or her art. At this stage the elements are no longer just intangible mental
constructs, but rather they become palpable experience-shaping qualities of life.
The fifth phase of Polarity Energy Work, associated with the earth element, deals with energies
that have become sufficiently obstructed that their motion is minimal at best. The associated
tissues are fixated and locked in their position with little, if any, flexibility or resiliency.
The functions supported by these tissues are equally inefficient and are no longer capable of
sustaining a vigorous life at this level of existence. In order to permit the body to experience a
greater range of motion and function, Dr. Stone describes numerous approaches aimed at
freeing the musculoskeletal and connective tissue systems through Polarity Manipulative
Release technique. His general concept involves manipulative stretch-releasing of affected
tissues, specific bipolar contacts to balance energy flow through those tissues, and Polarity
Manipulative Balancing to release distortions and imbalances and facilitate freer movement.
The process-oriented form of Polarity Energy Work concludes as it begins. The intent is to relax
the body, and therefore the mind, in order to create a receptivity to changes that are possible
when energy is allowed to move. As the process of energy movement is followed through its
phases and patterns, releasing obstructions to its free expression, energy returns to more
harmonic and concentric forms of expression, and moves toward unimpeded resonance with its
source.
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Energy Tracing in Polarity Energy Work
Energy Tracing is a form of Polarity Energy Work based on the student’s capacity to recognize
and support energetic patterns. In Energy Tracing, the student palpates the presence of energy
flow or obstruction in the client. Flow may be recognized kinesthetically as pulsation or
streaming sensations and obstruction may appear as non-movement or denseness. The student
may also acquire insight about energy flow intuitively, verbally, or using numerous other cues.
The Energy Tracing approach consists of supporting a client’s diverse healing capacities by
using hand and attention placements based on dynamic palpation and intuition more than a
pre-established plan. Energy Tracing may appear to be comparatively free-form and is less
likely to follow pre-set protocols, as the student follows the inherent intelligence of the client’s
energetic system in its self-regulating, self-healing process.
While following the client’s system, the Energy Tracing student holds the knowledge of the
spatial and process-oriented blueprints. For example, if the student is drawn to contact a
particular location, he/she holds an awareness of the implications of that location in terms of the
energy mappings and relationships of Polarity Therapy. Thus, the Energy Tracing approach is
deeply informed by and interactive with the Process and Spatial approaches.
See Appendix E for a complete referenced summary of Polarity Therapy Energetic Touch.
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Competency Summary: Polarity Energetic Touch
The student has an understanding of and, where appropriate, the ability to perform and
integrate the following:
A I. The interaction with the client is more than technique. The student acknowledges a
connection with the heart which is characterized by the art and spirit of the work. This
sensitivity carries into exploring modes of touch, both nonverbally, as in physical
energetic touch for example; and verbally, as facilitating client’s increased awareness of
life issues.
A. Dr. Stone describes three modes of touch according to the three gunas of Satva (o),
or soft, balancing, relaxing, and non-reactive; Rajas (+), as directive and stimulating;
and Tamas (-), as heavier, dispersing, and more strongly reactive.
B. The student has a basic knowledge of these modes of touch and employs flexibility
in their use with non-verbal, physical contact.
C. The student senses free flowing energy, as well as blocked or restricted conditions.
Energetic Touch and Polarity Energy Work is applied to release energy and facilitate
its completion, its natural circuit of motion, leading to a state of relaxation. The
student recognizes the client’s response within this experience.
R II. In terms of Polarity Energy Work, two forms are considered: a spatially-oriented form
and a process-oriented form. Together, these two approaches provide students with a
broad and highly flexible knowledge base, enabling them to determine appropriate
interactive strategies with the client. The student has a basic understanding of Polarity
Therapy Energetic Touch and Polarity Energy Work and an ability to carry out specific
techniques as described in the following:
A. The spatially-oriented form of Polarity Energy Work involves releasing the
obstructions to the free flow of energy in the body via the energy pathways and
reflex patterns derived from and demonstrated by the three primary geometries of
projection and reflection, involution and evolution, and symmetry and balance (see
Appendices A and B). This includes releasing energy blocks through specific
pathways of etheric energy flow as well as along distinct patterns of geometrically
derived reflex, harmonic relationships.
B. The process-oriented Polarity Energy Work is a generalized system of Polarity
Therapy derived from Dr. Stone’s published works. The process begins with an
accurate energetic evaluation. Five phases of Polarity Energy Work can then be
followed.
1. Ether: Relaxing the client and establishing a receptive field for opportunities for
change which are about to be experienced.
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2. Air: Gases, both coarse and subtle, are then released, ultimately freeing the
respiratory diaphragm as “the neutral stabilizer of bodily function.”
3. Fire: The Parasympathetic and Sympathetic Nervous Systems are then balanced.

4. Water: The Cerebrospinal Nervous System is balanced and brought into
harmony with the “vital actions and centers.”
5. Earth: Polarity manipulative release can then be employed as appropriate in
order to balance the structure.
6. Then the client is re-assessed through energetic evaluation to identify residual
patterns to be released or new significant patterns that are emergent and
essential to address. These are then dealt with accordingly.
7. Finally, the system can again be brought into (Ether) relaxation and receptivity
from the changes emerging from the work just done.
C. Energy Tracing employs the student’s palpation skill and intuition to supportively
recognize the client’s inherent healing process. Competency in Energy Tracing arises
from a solid knowledge of energy relationships and maps enriched by maturity and
experience in clinical practice.
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RPart Five

Communication & Facilitation
ASSOCIATE in POLARITY PRINCIPLES (APP)
At this level, skills developed are primarily through the direct experience of our personal
healing process. We learn how personality and attitudes have been influenced by life
experience, including early upbringing, parents and family, and sociocultural factors. Students
and clients go deeply within themselves to understand how these influences have shaped and
tempered their feelings, belief systems, interpersonal dynamics, strategies for survival, and selfimages. The process of understanding is pursued both rationally and intuitively, with each
mode yielding a unique perspective of how we perceive ourselves and our world. As the
process of becoming more conscious unfolds, the dynamics between student and client are
brought into focus. The student is introduced to facilitation skills including: creating a safe
empathic space in which to share feelings and ideas, establishing rapport, listening and
observing attentively, and establishing appropriate and clear intentions for the process, both as
client and as student. These skills create a basis for session effectiveness within the Relationship
Recognition dimension of Polarity Therapy (see Appendix F), even if hands-on techniques are
not used.

REGISTERED in POLARITY PRINCIPLES (RPP)
The intent of the student is to support the client’s process of becoming more conscious. Dr.
Stone had a profound appreciation for the mind’s role in healing. In his work and writings, he
emphasized the need to direct the mind toward a state of discriminating and conscious
thinking. He acknowledged a hierarchy of consciousness and described how thoughts affect
perceptions of life and the state of wellness or disease of the body.
A balance between involutionary and evolutionary functionality is necessary for healthy living.
This balance facilitates a graceful blending of the requirements of both the materialistic and the
spiritual dimensions of experience. If the attention of the mind is continuously focused
“downward and outward” in an involutionary direction, thoughts tend to resonate with the
five “passions” or down-trending qualities of the five elements as egotism, greed, anger, lust,
and attachment.
The passions are drawn further outward by the senses. Involutionary thoughts and emotions
are expressed in and through the body, dissipating the body’s energy and leading to pain,
suffering, and disease. Conversely, if the attention of the mind is focused “inward and upward”
in an evolutionary direction, our thoughts begin to resonate with the five “virtues” of humility,
contentment, forgiveness, detachment, and courage. With the mind so directed, thoughts and
emotions are no longer dissipated through the senses, but rather control the outflow of energy
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from the body, leading to greater internal strength, peacefulness, integrity, health, and
wellbeing.

To be an effective student, direct experience and conscious understanding of the mind’s role in
the healing and disease processes are essential. Through their own commitment to personal
exploration, students have the ongoing opportunity to gain a working, comfortable
understanding of their own thoughts and emotions, and come to terms with the forces and
influences that shape personal beliefs, self-images, attitudes, and interpersonal dynamics.
Direct experience of the process of increasing self-awareness is also the first step in being able to
facilitate other’s personal journeys. Personal experience, in the context of didactic and practical
understanding of fundamental skills of communication and facilitation, enables the student to
more empathically and clearly perceive the energetic, salient reasons behind a client’s life story.
Understanding the energetics of the issues, students can more effectively guide clients toward a
deepening understanding of the issues and forces that affect their lives and empower clients to
help themselves to resolve those issues and influences.
In addition, in order to effectively guide clients, students must make clear distinctions between
their issues and their client’s issues. The student learns to meet clients where their attention is
focused, thereby creating an atmosphere of understanding and safety, in which emotions that
are uncomfortable, being denied or suppressed can be expressed and resolved. The student then
seeks to release the obstructions to the free flow of energy in the body and mind, and helps
clients clarify their thoughts and feelings in order to develop a positive mental attitude. The
process of facilitating self-awareness may be conducted within the context of the Polarity
paradigm.
Here the student studies the hierarchy of consciousness and the faculties of understanding that
develop at each level. The mind is appreciated as a tool which can be used to create health
through the discriminating and clear thinking of a balanced and evolution-directed attention, or
it can be abused to create ill health and disease through confused and clouded thinking
experienced with an excessively involution-directed attention.
The paradigm is further developed to understand how the law of cause and effect, or action and
reaction, relates to the connection of mind, body, and life experience. Other Polarity
relationships are explored in terms of their influence on personality, including the relationships
of the higher and lower mind, qualities of masculine and feminine energy, rational and intuitive
faculties, involutionary and evolutionary focus of attention, positive and negative attitudes, and
time-related issues of present, past, and future.
Through study and experience, both personal and client related, the student develops
sensitivity to the needs and abilities of the client and is able to effectively guide an inner search
for self-understanding. To facilitate development of this skill, students will directly and
personally experience communication and facilitation skills under the guidance of a qualified
instructor, for the purposes of clarifying and resolving personal issues, developing a greater
self-awareness, and increasing their understanding of the Polarity paradigm. This experiential
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process is conducted over a period of a minimum of thirty (30) hours, and is managed in either
an individual or group setting, or both.
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Competency Summary: Communication & Facilitation
Students have an understanding of and, where appropriate, the ability to perform and
integrate the following:
R I. Develop discriminating thinking:
A. The hierarchy of consciousness; the five passions and five virtues; the faculties of
understanding
B. The process of becoming conscious, moving from dissipation to control to
“surrender”; Involution and Evolution of consciousness; Law of Cause and Effect,
Action and Reaction
A II. Create receptivity, rapport, and empathy; energetically meet the clients where their
attention is focused
R III. Understand and integrate Polarities in personality:
A. Higher-lower self
B. Masculine-Feminine relationships
C. Rational-intuitive thinking
D. Relationships with respect to time: issues of past, present, future
E. Focus of attention toward involutionary and evolutionary directions; Polarities
of positive and negative attitudes
R IV. Support the process of becoming conscious of the involutionary tendencies of the mind
that lead to negative thoughts and emotions and a dissipation of energy in the body.
R V. Help clients clarify thoughts and feelings in order to develop a positive mental attitude
around which they can organize toward a greater state of health.
A VI. Recognize when the student’s personal issues are being significantly activated by client
interactions, potentially affecting the therapeutic relationship; receive supervision
A VII. Recognize the need for referral to professional psychotherapeutic services when the
client’s psycho-emotional issues are beyond the scope of communication and
therapeutic skills.
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Part Six

Energetic Nutrition
ASSOCIATE in POLARITY PRINCIPLES (APP)
The Polarity Therapy approach to nutrition is explored both theoretically and experientially.
First, food is studied in energetic terms, and the energetic characteristics of foods are related to
the five elements and the three principles. Dr. Stone’s advocacy of a vegetarian diet is
considered from an energetic perspective. Students also explore Polarity nutrition principles
through personal experience. Students are guided through internal cleansing processes, using
Dr. Stone’s Purifying Diet, elimination teas and juices, and colon cleansing programs. Health is
also supported by Dr. Stone’s Health Building Diet, providing first-hand knowledge of
sprouting, food combining and selecting foods for their energetic and life sustaining qualities.

REGISTERED in POLARITY PRINCIPLES (RPP)
The most convincing teaching modality is by example. Students have had ample opportunity to
personally experience the effects of cleansing and proper diet within their own bodies. This
experience occurs within the context of the Polarity Therapy model which describes the
energetic qualities of food, giving students a basis for suggesting specific approaches for
cleansing and diet depending upon clients’ energetic needs.
At this level of study students become familiar with the reasoning and concepts behind
purifying, cleansing and building diets and related activities such as enemas, colon cleansing,
elimination teas, and skin brushing. Students also learn guidelines for food combining, and
understand fundamental guidelines for food selection.
Most importantly, students are able to guide others through the purifying, cleansing and
building processes, using appropriate supportive measures such as food journaling, for
example, to enhance clients’ self-awareness of how they are affecting their health through
dietary and nutritional habits.
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Competency Summary: Energetic Nutrition
A I. Students have a basic knowledge and personal experience of nutritional energetics as
described by Dr. Stone.
A. 5 element approach (Vol. I, Bk III, bpp. 107-112; Vol. II, Charts 24-25, vpp. 202-203).
B. 3 principles approach; understanding foods energetically (+), (o), or (-).

A II. Students have a basic knowledge and personal experience of the principles of health
building and purifying diets.
A. Health Building
1. Sprouting (HB, pp. 36-54, 77-78)
2. Natural vs. processed foods; “unacceptable substances” (HB, 36-54)
3. Skin brushing
4. Health building diet (HB, pp. 87-95)
B. Purifying
1. Acid-alkaline foods and purifying diet
2. How and when to do internal cleansing with self-administered enemas or
professionally administered colon cleansing (HB, pp. 87-95).
3. Elimination teas (HB, pp. 87-88)
4. Citrus and vegetables for specific conditions and remedial measures.

R III. Students have the ability to take a diet history and guide clients toward healthful
dietary and cleansing habits, and to monitor clients’ progress
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Part Seven

Stretching Postures
ASSOCIATE in POLARITY PRINCIPLES (APP)
Polarity postures are a self-help way to facilitate energy balancing. Like nutrition, the stretching
postures must be experienced to be understood. The primary postures to be explored include
the Health Posture, the Youth Posture, the Vital Exercises, the Polarity Yoga Postures, and the
Prone Scissors Kick. Although the underlying purpose and theory of the stretching postures are
delineated, the main emphasis is placed upon the personal physical and mental development
generated from direct experience of the exercises.

REGISTERED in POLARITY PRINCIPLES (RPP)
After having practiced the basic stretching postures and experienced their effects on the body,
the student begins to explore the many variations of postures designed to release blocked
energy and increase mobility and tone. As indicated in the Competency Summary below, Dr.
Stone delineated a number of forms of stretching postures in his books. Adept students are able
to perform these postures and assist clients through them as well, being sensitive to clients’
specific energetic needs and physical capacities.
The student understands the purpose of the postures from an energetic standpoint, appreciating
their capacity to stimulate airy release of wastes and airy intake of energy. The focus on doing
and teaching the postures is on the notion, as Dr. Stone taught, of “effortless effort,” assisting
Nature without force or compulsion. The student is also aware of the essential aspects
associated with accomplishing the postures through a neutral balanced attitude, proper use of
the breath and sound, stretching and body movements, specific polarity contacts, body
positions and leverage.
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Competency Summary: Stretching Postures
A I. The purposes of the stretching postures are:
A. To first eliminate wastes and gases at the negative pole and bring in air and oxygen
at the positive pole, enabling energy to flow more freely.
B. To line up fields of the Airy Triad in order to facilitate energy flow [Air Principle
Triad: (+) lungs; (o) colon; (-) calves; Air Element Triad: (+)
shoulders/lungs/arms; (o) kidneys/ adrenals; (-) ankles].
C. To balance the 5 elements with prana to release the subtle energetic and emotional
blocks and balance the above with the below.
A II. The stretching postures are accomplished by “effortless effort” in order to assist Nature
without force or compulsion. The essential aspects of accomplishing the postures are:
A. A neutral balanced attitude (Ether)
B. Breath and sound (Air)
C. Stretching and movement (Fire)
D. Bipolar Polarity contacts (Water)
E. Position and leverage (Earth)
A III. Students have a basic knowledge of the underlying principles and the ability to
demonstrate the following stretching postures and self-help techniques:
A. Health Posture (HB, pp. 128-136; Vol. I, Bk II, Chart 63, bp. 84)
1. Preparation
2. Squat (armpits over knees)
3. Arms outside knees
B. Youth Posture (HB, pp. 137-143; Vol. I, Bk II, Chart 64, bp. 85)
1. Squat (arms inside knees)
C. Self Help Series, based on Youth Posture
1. Normalizing posture (spinal stretch)
2. Hang from bar
3. Stretch either side of spine
4. Eye exercises (direct and indirect)
5. Ear exercises (inner and outer)
6. Hard palate contacts
7. Cranial contacts
8. Wise Man of Old (Vol. II, Bk V, Chart 9, vpp. 126-127)
D. Vital exercises (Ha Breath) (Vol. II, Bk V, vpp. 191-193; HB, pp. 158-163)
1. Up and down Ha Breath (hands on knees) can be done sitting, hands
outside knees, lean forward and push back into straight, sitting posture
2. “Wood chopper”
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3. Side to side Ha Breath
4. Arch pull Ha Breath (hands on feet)

E. Polarity Yoga - additional applications
1. “Pyramid” [HB, pp. 170, 182-183]
2. “Cliffhanger” [HB, pp. 171, 181]
3. Squat with hands on feet [HB, p. 171]
4. Feet on fulcrum (on step or in doorway) support with leverage
[HB, p. 170]
F. Specific applications
1. To open nostrils, sinuses and relieve head congestion (prone-scissors kick)
[Vol. I, Bk II, Chart 52, bp. 61]
2. Diaphragm release (supine-hands press in diaphragm as legs and feet are
extended and raised) [Vol. II, Bk IV, Chart 11, vp. 55]
3. Release brachial plexus; supine-hands on inner/outer thighs for
shoulder-to neck release and rock; [Vol. II, Bk IV, Chart 12, vp. 57]
G. Vital posture balance
1. Motor balance position (extended and raised)
[Vol. II, Bk V, Chart 9, vp. 126]
2. Sensory balance position
3. Squat with special sense balancing with specific head contacts
R IV. Students have a basic knowledge of how Polarity postures are unique and how each
posture affects the body’s life energy. Students can effectively educate clients in the
proper performance of the stretching postures and to monitor the client’s progress.
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Part Eight

The Personal Polarity Experience
(Receiving sessions and going through one’s own individual process of healing)
Personal Polarity experience is intended to enable students to understand the Polarity Therapy
paradigm from first-hand experience. As Dr. Stone often reminded his students, much of
Polarity Therapy is not taught, but caught. Experiencing our own process of becoming
conscious of ourselves and the world that each of us has created serves to hone both our
rational and intuitive capacities. The direct experience of receiving Polarity Therapy sessions
and feeling energy being released and moving inside our own bodies makes the wireless
anatomy real, and not just a series of road maps on a chart. We know what the various modes of
touch can do and specifically what they feel like, helping us to become highly empathic of our
clients when we touch them.
As we unfold the process of healing within our own lives, we come to know what techniques
and strategies work with different client issues and needs. Each individual brings to the process
a unique set of histories, conditions, reactions and temperaments, each requiring different
approaches to meet the client where he or she is primarily focused.

ASSOCIATE in POLARITY PRINCIPLES (APP)
In order to begin to experience the full scope of our own issues as well as the gamut of
approaches available to meet the diversity of clients’ needs, each student is required to receive a
minimum of five personal one-hour sessions. Of these five sessions, three are to be given by the
same practitioner in order to establish a continuity of process; this practitioner must be a Board
Certified Polarity Practitioner (BCPP)*. The remaining two sessions are to be given by one or
two different practitioners qualified as BCPP* in order to directly experience a broader
spectrum of methods and strategies of interaction.

REGISTERED in POLARITY PRINCIPLES (RPP)
The student continues his or her personal journey through the healing process with a minimum
of ten additional sessions received, which is required through this phase of study. Of these ten
sessions, seven are to be given by the same Board Certified Polarity Practitioner (BCPP)*, again
in keeping with the need for continuity of process. The remaining three sessions are to be given
by different BCPPs* in order to continue to broaden the experience of approaches to case
management.
Much of what is experienced at this more in-depth level of study can be discussed with one’s
clinical supervisor and personal practitioner within the context of the energetic dynamics of the
individual’s needs. Here the student can derive both personal and professional insight into how
the Principles of Polarity can be applied in a practical setting. All aspects of Polarity Therapy
can be explored through guided personal experience, readying the student for clinical practice.
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* In some regions, a Board Certified Polarity Practitioner may not be available to fulfill this requirement. In this event, students
should consult with their instructor, contact the Director of Education, or the APTA office for guidance on obtaining these
sessions.
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Part Nine

Educational Clinical Practice
(Giving sessions, managing the healing process of the client,
receiving guided feedback from supervisors and peers)
ASSOCIATE in POLARITY PRINCIPLES (APP)
Based upon knowledge gained through didactic study and intimate personal experience of the
healing process managed through guided interaction, the student is ready to integrate his or her
skills in the clinical setting. With the continued guidance of experienced supervision, the
student begins to explore the range of possibilities for interacting with a client both within an
individual session and during the course of managing a client’s process throughout a series of
sessions. In order to facilitate a diverse and significant clinical exposure, the Associate in
Polarity Principles student is required to give a minimum total of thirty one-hour sessions. Ten
of these should involve managing the same client through an in-depth process over a threemonth period. The remaining twenty sessions can be experienced with at least ten additional
clients.
Clinical practice enables students to deepen their understanding of and competence in the
various and specific skills of history taking, evaluation, and Polarity Energywork as well as
those of guiding an individual through cleansing and health building diets, and the stretching
postures.
In order to ensure that practicing students have been adequately exposed to the full scope of
these skills, a checklist may be used to include the manipulations and clinical competencies
taught during training that have been deemed essential to the successful practice of an
Associate in Polarity Principles student. For students to gain realistic and critical insight into the
efficacy of their methods and techniques, feedback is invaluable. Here feedback comes from the
clinical supervisor, from one’s peers and from the clients themselves. A variety of approaches
are used to evaluate clinical effectiveness for the purpose of making students’ process of
interaction self-evident.
These might include videotaping the sessions, case evaluation, review of case records with
peers and supervisors both before and after sessions, student lecture-demonstrations at a peer
and lay level, written and taped reports and articles, as well as discussions and critiques both
during and following sessions.
The intent throughout the feedback process is to hone and refine the student’s ability to clearly
communicate and successfully follow through with specific strategies for managing the client’s
healing process. Emphasis is placed as much on spirit, intuition and art as it is on didactic
knowledge, intellect and rational assessment.
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REGISTERED in POLARITY PRINCIPLES (RPP)
At this level, students begin to hone their art and explore the essence and heart of Polarity
Therapy. By this time the techniques and book knowledge have become solidly ingrained and
second nature. The student can now focus on developing the personal skills of observation,
listening, staying consciously attentive, and meeting the clients where they are focused in order
to help them assess their own needs and capacities for growth and healing.
Through practice, students experience the many qualities of sensitivity that can be brought to
bear when touching others, both verbally and non-verbally, and when helping clients improve
physical and subtle self-awareness.
Recognizing the diversity of exposure necessary to begin to develop clinical skill, the student at
this level is required to give a minimum of seventy one-hour sessions. Thirty of these are given
to three different clients, with each client receiving ten sessions over a three-month period. The
remaining forty sessions are given to at least twenty additional clients. In this way the student
gains experience both in depth and in breadth.
The clinical experience is supervised through all phases. Students have direct access to
experienced Board Certified Polarity Practitioners in order to dialogue and get feedback on all
aspects of application of theory, client management and business management. As with the
Associate level of supervision, many forms of feedback can be employed both during and
following sessions, coming from clinical supervisors, peers and clients.
As in the Associate training, a checklist may be used to ensure full exposure to the complete
range of skills and competencies needing to be developed in order to establish a viable practice.
Beyond the skills of Polarity Energywork, communication and facilitation, and guiding the
client through diet and the stretching postures, students are required to practice the
competencies of client evaluation, creating flexible healing strategies, helping clients define
their personal visions and realistic healing goals, and clearly communicating the evaluations
and strategies with both clients and colleagues. Although standards can accurately point out
necessary areas of competency, they fall short of defining the artistry and flow of a successful
practitioner.
The goal of clinical practice is to gain the ability to put competencies together in a creative,
flexible, and humanistic way.
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Competency Summary: Clinical Supervision
Students have an understanding of and, where appropriate, the ability to perform and
integrate the following:

A

I. Students can evaluate clients and clearly communicate that evaluation to clients and
peers.

R

II. Students can create flexible healing strategies and healing goals based on his or her
evaluation, and be able to communicate that strategy to the client as well as his or her
colleagues.

R III. Students can apply their skills of Polarity Energywork, stretching postures, energetic
nutrition, and communication and facilitation in the areas of competencies based on
clear evaluation and strategies.
R IV. Students have a basic understanding and will demonstrate an ability to manage the
dynamic interaction between him or herself and the client, and manage the client’s
progress fully through the healing process.
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Part Ten

Professional Ethics & Law
ASSOCIATE in POLARITY PRINCIPLES (APP)
The foundation of professional conduct in Polarity Therapy is the APTA Code of Professional
Ethics. Prospective practitioners must be thoroughly familiar with this document in order to
understand expectations and requirements in the area of professional ethics.
Polarity practitioners must understand the scope of practice permitted by law, as well as the
scope that is appropriate to their competence and experience. Student practitioners must be
aware of ethical considerations in the relationships between client and practitioner and between
practitioners and other health care professionals. These ethical considerations also pertain to
relationships within the larger profession.
Where referral is necessary, it is given. Where further supervision would be helpful, it is sought.
Networking with other health care providers, both within the profession of Polarity Therapy
and elsewhere, enriches the experience of practice and demonstrates to clients that their best
interests are held in the highest regard. Providing the finest health care management and
continually enhancing one’s understanding and skill promotes the profession to its deserved
level of appreciation.
The Complete Code of Professional Ethics & Conduct is a separate document, provided in the
APTA Membership Welcome Packet and available on the APTA’s website. All members are
required to state their commitment to adherence.

REGISTERED in POLARITY PRINCIPLES (RPP)
The Registered in Polarity Principles student has explored the depth and breadth of ethical
issues concerning the practice of the therapeutic arts. The student understands, where issues
exist and there is no clear ethical position delineated, a practitioner takes a defensible position
based on his or her own investigation and personal conclusions.
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Competency Summary: Professional Ethics & Law
A Students have thoroughly read and comprehend the APTA Code of Professional Ethics.
Specifically, students are knowledgeable about each of the seven principles upon which
safe and ethical practice is based:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Responsibility
Competence
Confidentiality
Consumer Welfare
Moral and Legal Standards
Professional Relationships
Public Statements

A Students demonstrate an understanding of and, where appropriate, the ability to
perform and integrate the following:
A. Ethically and fairly represent Polarity Therapy to the professional and general
public, in alignment with the APTA Code of Professional Ethics.
B. Know professional ethics governing scope and limits of practice and advertising.
C. Recognize potential or actual ethical violations and the specific principles at issue,
and design remedial actions.
D. Know the complex issues relating to ethics in the therapeutic and educational
environment.
R The student has explored the depth and breadth of ethical issues concerning the practice of
the therapeutic arts.
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Part Eleven

Business Management & Promotion
To establish a viable practice that well serves the community, the student must understand the
fundamentals of managing a business. These skills include setting up an office or suitable work
space, keeping accurate and up to date client records, keeping accounting and tax records,
managing accounts payable and receivable, ordering and stocking supplies, managing the
telephone and appointments, and managing employees as needed. Attention must also be paid
to the decorum and maintenance of the office, reflecting a professional demeanor.
Other business management topics which are studied at this level include setting fees that are
reasonable and customary for the area, conducting appropriate advertising, fulfilling
requirements in all aspects of licensing, and obeying regulatory statutes.
The successful student practitioner understands how to develop and maintain a professional
image through the many avenues of promotion of Polarity Therapy within the community,
including both the general and professional public. Promotional practices are carried out
ethically and professionally according to legal and professional standards.
Students may learn to prepare suitable written and taped material for public exposure. After
they become board certified, they might decide to deliver lectures and presentations to local
civic groups and interested clients or prospective clients. These presentations may take the form
of an hour lecture-demonstration or perhaps a weekend self-help seminar for the interested
public wanting to learn how to incorporate Polarity Therapy into their lives. Board Certified
Polarity Practitioners are regarded as authorities on Polarity Therapy. As such, they have the
professional responsibility to appropriately represent this therapeutic form both through
practice and lifestyle. As members of the community, practitioners reflect their profession to
those whose lives they touch, directly and indirectly, both in and out of practice.
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Competency Summary:
Business Management & Promotion
Students demonstrate an understanding of and, where appropriate, the ability to perform
and integrate the following:

R I. Set up and manage a viable office in order to practice Polarity Therapy, including
management of funds, marketing, time management, financial record-keeping,
relationships with business partners and/or other practitioners, advertising and
public relations.
II. The energetic relationship between personal attitudes and business success.
III. How to obtain appropriate licenses to practice Polarity Therapy in the state, county,
city and municipality of one’s choice; conform to appropriate ordinances, regulatory
laws and statutes governing the scope of practice and advertising; establish reasonable
and customary fee structure in one’s locale for similar types of practice.
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Appendix A

Etheric Energy Pathways

Triaxial configuration

Resonant charge

Resonant Principle

(o) Neutral

Airy

(-) Negative

Watery

(+) Positive

Fiery

Right & Left
[Vol. I, Bk II, Charts 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9;
Vol. I, Bk III, Chart 1, bp. 26;
Vol. II, Bk V, Chart 1, vp. 179]

Superior & Inferior
[Vol. I, Bk II, Charts 3, 7, bpp. 10, 14]
Anterior & Posterior
[Vol. II, Bk V, Charts 2, 3, vpp. 180-181]

Secondary Etheric energy currents [Vol. II, EEC, Charts 12, 17, vpp. 190, 195]
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Appendix B

Three Primary Geometric Relations
I. Geometries of Projection & Reflection
A. Overall Body

(+) Head

(o) Hands

(-) Feet

head/neck
(+) forehead
(o) eyes-mouth
(-) mouth-shoulders

torso/upper extremity
(+) chest-arm
(o) diaphragm-umbilicus;
proximal 1/2 of forearm
(-) umbilicus perineum;
distal 1/2 of forearm

lower extremity
(+) thigh
(o) leg
(-) foot

[Vol. I, Bk II, Chart 4, bp11;
Vol. II, Bk V, Chart 19, vp. 163]

B. Anterior Structural Relationships
[Vol. I, Bk II, Chart 4, bp. 11]

C. Posterior Structural Relationships
[Vol. II, Bk V, Charts 2, 19, vpp. 85, 163]

D. Diaphragm
[Vol. I, Bk II, Charts 27, 28]

C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
T1

T3
T4
T5
T6
T7
T8
T9
T2

L5
L4
L3
L2
L1
T12
T11
T10

clavicles

diaphragm

ilio-inguinal ligament
perineum, pelvis

1. Sensory

jaw, mandible

diaphragm, chest

gluteal musculature

2. Motor

scapulae (brachial
plexus)

diaphragm

X Cranial

S2, 3, 4

Perineum

Occiput, Shoulders

Sacrum, innominate glutei

Heels, Achilles tendon

Heart Center

Generative Centers

E. Nervous Systems
[Vol. II, Bk V, Charts 19, 20, vpp. 197-198]
1. Parasympathetic nerves at neck &
shoulders, also III, VII, IX, XI Cranial
nerves, top of head, occiput
2. Sympathetic

F. Vital Centers
[Vol. I, Bk III, Charts 2, bp. 31]

CI - TI, Sphenoid, Nasal
Mucosa
Eye Center
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G. Geometric Reflexes [Vol. I, Bk III, Charts 4, 5, bpp. 45-49]
1. Anterior
2. Posterior
H. Primordial Mind Pattern in Head (as reflexing entire body) [Vol. II, Bk V, Chart 7, vp. 185]
I. Reflected Vital Geometric Pattern Fields (ovals with respect to head and each other) [Vol. II, Bk V, Chart 8, vp. 121]
J. Ears with respect to the body [Vol. I, Bk II, Chart 58, bp. 79]
K. Tongue with respect to fields below diaphragm [Vol. II, EEC, Chart 21, vp. 199]
L. Joint relationships [Vol. I, Bk II, Charts 30, 31, 33, 59]
M. Oval fields — center relationships [Vol. I, Bk II, Chart 1; Vol. I, Bk III, Chart 6; Vol. II, EEC, Chart 10, vp. 188]
N. Hands, feet, thumb-webs and ankles with respect to body [Vol. I, Bk II, Charts 2, 4, 17, 31, 33 bpp. 9, 11, 24, 38, 40;
Vol. I, Bk III, Chart 3, bpp. 37-44; Vol. II, Bk V, Charts 4, 5, 19, vpp. 105-112, 163-165; Vol. II, EEC,
Charts 5, 6, vpp. 183-184]
O. Cranial reflex relationships [Vol. I, Bk II, Charts 43, 44, bpp. 50-53; Vol. I, Bk III, Chart 13, bp. 69-73]
P. Chakra relationships to central core and Prana [Caduceus) (Vol. I, Bk I, Charts 1, 2, bpp. 33-45; Vol. I, Bk II, Charts 1, 2, 3
bpp. 8-10; Vol. I, Bk III, Chart 1, bpp. 26-30; Vol. II, EEC, Chart 10, vp. 188]

II. Geometries of Symmetry & Balance
A. Interlaced Triangles
[Vol. I, Bk II, Chart 11, bp. 18]

(+)

(o)

(-)

1. Anterior (sensory)

Eye Center

Diaphragm

Generative Organs

2. Posterior (motor)

Medulla & Uvula
(inside)

Diaphragm,
Joints

Sacroiliac, Rectum
(inside)

1. Anterior

Foramen Magnum

Diaphragm

Hip joints

2. Posterior

Foramen Magnum

Diaphragm

Sacroiliac joints

B. 5 Pointed Star
[Vol. I, Bk II, Charts 9, 10, bpp. 16-17]

C. Geometric Gravity Lines
[Vol. I, Bk I, Charts 6, 7, bpp. 76-80]
1. Anterior
2. Posterior

III. Geometries of Involution & Evolution
A. Involutionary Pattern [Vol. I, Bk I, bp. 48-49]
This pattern can be viewed in two ways. One is based upon spatial relationships of the
elements. The other is based upon cyclic and process-oriented relationships of the elements.

The spatial relationships and associated polarities are:
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(+)

(o)

(-)

Air Element

Shoulders, Chest

Adrenals, Kidneys,
Internal Secretions of
Ducted Glands

Ankles

Air Principle

Lungs

Colon

Calves

Fire Element

Head, Eyes

Solar Plexus

Thighs, Buttock
Musculature

Water Element

Breasts, Entire
Lymphatic Circulation

Generative Organs, Loins

Feet

Earth Element

Neck

Bowels

Knees

III. Geometries of Involution & Evolution (continued)
The cyclic and process-oriented relationships of the elements and associated polarities are:
(+)

(o)

(-)

Air

Ankles

Adrenals, Kidneys

Shoulder, Chest

Fire

Solar Plexus

Head, Eyes,

Thighs, Buttocks

Water

Generative Organs

Breasts

Feet

Earth

Neck

Knees

Bowels
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B) Evolutionary Pattern [Vol. II, Bk V, Charts 3, vpp. 102-104, Chart 6, vpp. 113-117]
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Appendix C

The Energy System
“Mind itself is but the finest matter and can only be understood in its total function by tracing it from its
source to its effect in its various stages of step-down energy fields in the finer constitution of man.”
—Dr. Stone, [Vol. I, Bk II, bp. 2]

Understanding and appreciating the basic step-down relationships of the energy system is the
key to the ability to trace patterns of resistance throughout the human system. Dr. Stone called
the work of following the process of a client’s energy system “energy tracing.” The step-down
relationships of the Energy System are the context for the transformative work of Polarity
Therapy and the step-down process is the heart of the movement of spirit (as consciousness) into
matter (as form) and back again.
This appendix presents a basic outline of the step down process and the chart references that
relate to each step-down level. We will start from the core of the system and follow the movement
of energy from its arising in the core through its expression in form. Relevant charts are listed
which help students orient to the step-down dynamics of the system. The Charts listed are the
basic images which relate to these step-downs and are not meant to be an exhaustive listing of all
related charts.

I. Primary Etheric Energy
“The cerebrospinal fluid seems to act as a storage field and conveyor for the ultrasonic and light energies. It
bathes the spinal cord and is a reservoir for these finer essences, conducted by this fluidic media through all
the fine nerve fibers as the first airy mind and life principle in the human body. Through this neuter
essence, mind functions in and through matter as the light of intelligence.”
— Dr. Stone, [Vo.l I, Bk III, bp. 30]

Primary energy arises from the ultrasonic core as the ‘Breath of Life’ whose role is to maintain the
“light of intelligence” in form. It is the neutral essence expressed as an energetic healing potency
within the cerebrospinal fluid and is conveyed by this fluid medium throughout the body. The
movement of primary energy is called the Primary Respiratory Impulse. Understanding its
expression in form gives the student a key into the vitality and healing potency of the system.
The Interlaced Triangle pattern expresses the balance of the superior and inferior relationships of
Primary Energy. The inherent potency of the system is expressed within the cranial ventricles and
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waterbeds and its vital reserves at the lumbosacral waterbed and sacrum. Through the Interlaced
Triangle pattern and its dynamics, students can palpate and access the quality of potency and
vitality within the Core.
Dr. Stone wrote,
“The cerebrospinal fluid is the liquid medium for this life energy radiation (the neuter essence or ‘Breath
of Life’), expansion and contraction. Where this primary and essential life force is present, there is life and
healing with normal function. Where this primary and essential life force is not acting in the body, there
is obstruction, spasm or stagnation and pain, like gears which clash instead of meshing in their
operation.” [HB, p. 13]
Chart References:
Vol. I, Bk II, Charts 11, 13, bpp. 18, 20
Vol. I, Bk III, Charts 1, 13, bpp. 26-30, 69-73
Vol. II, Bk IV, Chart 1, vp. 15, Chart 2, vp. 20
Vol. II, Bk V, Chart 18, vp. 162
Vol. II, Energy Tracing, vp. 223
HB, pp. 12-13, 53, 57

II. Caduceus and Oval Fields
“The wings of the caduceus represent the two hemispheres of the brain. The knob in the center is the pineal body.
The upright staff is the path of the finer energy which produced the center portion of the brain, noted by the
rings and the spinal cord below it. This is the Tree of Life of the ancients.”
– Dr. Stone, [Vol. I, Bk I, bp. 34]

The caduceus is the heart of the step-down system whereby energy is expressed in form. The
interrelationships of the chakras to their oval fields set up the primary vibratory patterns which
allow the five elements to interweave and respond to experience. The oval fields are the field
pulsations which create the energetic substrates of the five body cavities and their transitions in
the body. Understanding these relationships allows students to begin to appreciate how the
system holds its experience. This knowledge enables students to begin the process of energy
tracing and the tracking of resistances through the system.
Chart references:
Vol. I, Bk I, Charts 1, 2, bpp. 33-45
Vol. I, Bk II, Charts 1-8, bpp. 8-15
Vol. I, Bk III, Charts 1, 2, 3, 6 bpp. 26-44, 50-53
Vol. II, Bk V, Charts 6-9, vpp. 43-57
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III. Three Principles Field Currents
All matter, emotions, mind substance and energies move by the three modalities of
0 (neuter), + (positive) and - (negative) polarity.
– Dr. Stone, [HB, p. 55]

The field currents of the three principles arise from the caduceus and chakra core. They create a
field which manifests the relationships of the gunas. Once the gunas are expressed as field
relationships, then the five elements can be expressed as specific resonances within these field
pulsations.
The three principles field currents are:
• the Satvic East-west current
• the Rajasic Spiral current
• the Tamasic Long Line current

The role of the east-west currents, which arise from the core sushumna, is to relate the core of the
system to the periphery and to maintain the ordering Air Principle of the core within the diverse
relationships of the five elements. These currents maintain the integrity of the system and create
a field of intercommunication. The role of the spiral currents is to maintain the Fire Principle of
Rajas within the field and to express the vitality and drive of the system. The role of the long line
currents is to maintain the Water Principle of Tamasic completion in form and to express the
specific functions of the chakras within the field. The understanding of this layer of relationship
allows the student to appreciate the shape that these field currents have had to take in response
to experience. The Polarity student has a knowledge of these relationships and is able to palpate
and interface with them. With this knowledge, the student is able to trace patterns of resistance
through their interwoven shapes.

Chart References:
Long Lines:

East-West:

Spiral:

Vol. I, Bk II, Chart 3-8, bpp. 10-15

Vol. I, Bk II, Chart 7

Vol. II, EES, Chart 2, 3, 18,

Vol. I, Bk III, Chart 3, bpp. 37

Vol. II, EES, Chart 12,

Vol. II, Bk V, Chart 3, 4, 5, vpp. 32-42

vpp. 180, 181, 196

vp. 190

Vol. II, EES, Chart 1, vp. 179
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IV. Five Element Triads
“So the one Neutral River of Energy, Prana or Manna, flows out of paradise, the Mind Essence of Energy or Energy
space of ‘Akash’ and divide into four states of Energy or qualities of matter which the ancients called ‘Elements.’”
– Dr. Stone, [Vol. I, Bk. I, bp. 20]

The pulsations of the Three Principles are the fields which allow the relationships of the Five
Elements to be expressed in form. Once the gunas are manifest as field relationships, then the
Five Element Triads can resonate within the field as energy harmonics. These triad harmonics
express the interplay of the elements as energy steps down into specific physical relationships.
The organ system relationships are thus made manifest via these elemental relationships.
The Polarity student has an understanding of the interrelationships of the Five Elements and their
Triad relationships.
It is through this interplay that we negotiate our way through the experiences of our lives. Our
psychological patterns, emotional process and physical shape all relate to the interweaving of
elemental relationships and their patterning in response to our experience. The student has an
appreciation of these patterns and has the ability to trace elemental patterns of resistance through
the body and to interrelate these to the other step-down relationships of the energy system.
Chart References:
Vol. I, Bk I, Charts 4, 5, 6, bpp. 48-49, 76-77
Vol. I, Bk III, Chart 6, bpp. 50-53
Vol. II, Bk IV, Chart 10, vp. 52-54
Vol. II, Private Notes, vp. 225
These are general charts that relate to this area. There are numerous practical charts in Dr. Stone’s writings
that relate specifically to the Elemental Triads and their therapeutic importance.

V. Nervous System Relationships
“It is my opinion that when the function of the three nervous systems is balanced, the mental and
emotional blocks have a chance to exhaust themselves in action. (Running water clears itself).”
– Dr. Stone, [Vol. I, Bk I, bp. 85]

The energies of the chakra system step down into the nervous system via relationships with the
Primary Respiratory System and the field pulsations of the three principles. These relationships
are clearly defined in Dr. Stone’s writings.
The east-west, or transverse currents, resonate with the satvic guna, arise from sushumna and
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maintain the integrity of the step-down process. They, in turn, step-down and resonate with the
parasympathetic nervous system.
The spiral currents resonate with the rajasic guna, arise from the umbilical chakra and maintain
the vitality of the system. They step-down and resonate with the sympathetic nervous system.
The long line currents resonate with the tamasic guna and manifest the potential of energy to
express itself as form and function. They step-down into the cerebrospinal nervous system in its
voluntary function to bring thoughts and intentions into action and form.
The Polarity student has a working knowledge and sensitivity to these step-down relationships
and their expression in the body. The nervous system relationships are a key to understanding
the interrelationship of structure and function in the human system.

Chart References:
Vol. I, Bk 1, Charts 6, 7, 8, bpp. 76-83
Vol. I, Bk 2, Charts 30, 31, bpp. 37, 38
Vol. II, EES, Charts 8, 17, 19, 20, vpp. 186, 195, 197, 198

VI. Structure, Form and Function
“Energy impulses flow downward and outward. Sensory and structural reflexes flow upward and inward...
Structure reacts from its support, upward.”
– Dr. Stone, [Vol. II, Bk V, vp. 85]

The final major step-down of energy is its expression as structure and function in the human
body. Here, all of the patterns of the gunas and five elements are expressed in structural and
functional interrelationships. The whole unfoldment of the chakra system and its patterning in
response to experience, is expressed at this level.
The Five-pointed Star and the gravity line relationships of the body are useful images which
express this unfoldment in form. Due to the interplay of these internal forces, the relationships of
the chakra system eventually manifest as physical shape.
As the chakra system is patterned according to our experience, this is expressed in the body via
its connective tissue patterns and these relationships are expressed within the Five-pointed Star.
The structural images and relationships in Dr. Stone's books can be seen in the shaping process
of the Star. The Five-pointed Star image and the gravity force images of the body can give the
student a baseline from which to appreciate changes within the system.
As the chakra system releases its resistances, these processes will be expressed as changes in the
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manifestation of the Five Pointed Star and as changes in the gravity line relationships of the body.

Structural methods and techniques can be also monitored as changes in the Star's shape. Dr.
Stone's writings are replete with practical structural technique, with a key focus being found in
Vol. II, Bk IV, The Mysterious Sacrum and in Vol. II, Bk V, Vitality Balance, Chart 2 and the section
that follows. The Polarity student has a clear grasp of structure and ability to trace patterns of
energy resistance within these structural relationships. The student appreciates how the
unfoldment of the chakra system is expressed as structure and function.

Chart References:
Vol. I, Bk I, Charts 6, 7, bpp. 76-77, 78-80
Vol. I, Bk II, Charts 9, 10, bpp. 16, 17
Vol. I, Bk III, Chart 11, bp. 65-66
Vol. II, Bk IV, Charts 1, 2, 3, vpp. 15-16, 20-23, 28-29
Vol. II, Bk V, Chart 2, vp. 85
These are general charts that relate to this area. There are numerous practical structural charts throughout Dr. Stone's writings.
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Appendix D

Sacral Base Indicators
Anterior/Inferior (AI) and Posterior/Superior (PS)

Sacral
Base
Lateral (SB)

Lateral Skin Fold Curve

Gluteal Lumbar Base

AI

---

on Anterior Side

points to Inferior Side

PS

on Posterior Side

---

---

Atlas

Occiput Tension

Mastoid Pain with
Gluteal Tension

AI

Lateral & Posterior

---

---

PS

---

on Posterior Side

on Posterior Side

Anterior Side of Body

Shoulder

on Anterior Side

Low (Inferior Sacral Base)

AI
PS

High (Superior Sacral Base)
Buttock with Good Tone

AI

Low (Inferior Sacral Base)

PS

High (Superior Sacral Base)

Innominate

Leg Length (usually)
AI

Short*

PS

Long*
*not definitive indicators
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Appendix E

Compilation of Techniques
A referenced description of process-oriented Polarity Energywork
relationships and techniques
I. Ether: Relaxation & General Balancing
A. General Balancing
a. Anterior contacts with current flow (down right, up left) with fingers in
longitudinal direction [Vol. I, Bk III, Chart 19, bpp. 85‐86]; with fingers in
horizontal direction [Vol. I, Bk II, Charts 3, 7, bpp. 10, 14; Bk III, bp. 42]
b. Posterior contacts with current flow (up right, down left) with fingers in
longitudinal direction [Vol. I, Bk II, Chart 23, bp. 30]; with fingers in horizontal
direction [Vol. I, Bk II, Charts 4, 6, 62, bpp. 11, 13, 83; Bk III, bp. 42]
c. Side posture rock [Vol. I, Bk II, chart 35, bp. 42]
d. Carotid – flexor hallucis longus tendon
B. Specific relaxing contacts
a. Stimulation to spinal centers with gentle rotary contact (90 degrees)
[Vol. I, Bk III, Chart 18, bpp. 83-84] - prone position
b. Supine position: diagonally opposing contacts on opposite sides of oval fields
[Vol. I, Bk III, Chart 6, bpp. 50-53]
c. Gentle stretch of opposing fingers and toes [Vol. I, Bk III, Chart 3, bp. 37]
d. Cranial contacts [Vol. I, Bk II, Charts 43, 44, bpp. 50-53; Vol. II, Bk V,
Charts 7, 8, vpp. 118-125] - gentle touch
e. Contact on apex of sacrum to vital centers [Vol. II, Bk V, vp. 143)
f. Contact on heart chakra to vital centers [Vol. I, Bk III, bp. 36]; head, heart,
generative center [Vol. I, Bk III, bp. 44]
g. Contact on umbilicus to vital centers [Vol. II, EES, Chart 18, vp. 162]
C. Energy Tracing [Vol. I, Bk II, Chart 4, bp. 11]

II. Air: Elimination of Gases:
A. Gas Release technique (general):
a. Anterior-posterior rock with lumbar contacts and beneath diaphragm into colon
[Vol. I, Bk III, Chart 21, bpp. 93-94]
b. Rock and lift (T4-5 and opposite area beneath diaphragm)
[Vol. I, Bk III, Chart 22, bpp. 95-96]
c. Trapezius and shoulder contact to expand chest, with knee as fulcrum
[Vol. I, Bk III, Chart 23, bpp. 97-98]
d. Dorsal stretch [Vol. I, Bk II, Chart 45, bp. 54]
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e. Scapula release [Vol. I, Bk II, Charts 36, 46, 43, 55; Vol. I, Bk III, Chart 24, bp. 31;
Vol. II, Bk IV, Chart 7, vpp. 45-56]
f. C3, 4, 5 lift and stretch release [Vol. I, Bk III, Chart 23, 97-98]
g. North pole stretch (modified) [Vol. I, Bk III, Chart 25, bpp. 101-102]
B. Release Techniques related to diaphragm and its poles:
a. Satvic contacts across shoulders and extended perineal line (same and opposite
sides) [Vol. I, Bk II, Chart 29, bp. 36]
b. Posterior contacts along diagonal through 10
[Vol. I, Bk I, Chart 7, bpp. 78-80; Bk II, Chart 28, bp. 35]
c. Side posture triad (pelvis-chest-jaw) [Vol. I, Bk II, Chart 27, bp. 34]
d. Anterior contacts along diagonals through xiphoid
[Vol. I, Bk I, Chart 6, bp. 76; Bk II, Charts 9, 10, 28, bpp. 16, 17, 35]
e. Psoas to opposite shoulder [Vol. I, Bk II, Chart 25, bp. 32]
f. 5 pointed star contacts [Vol. I, Bk II, Chart 9,10, bpp. 16, 17] and rib, chest release
[Vol. I, Bk II, Chart 57, bp. 78]
g. Diaphragm– shoulder (clavicle) lift [Vol. II, Bk IV, Chart 8, vp. 47]
h. Hip-shoulder release [Vol. I, Bk II, Chart 35, bp. 42; Vol. II, Bk IV, Chart 13,
vpp. 59-62] and psoas release
i. Foot reflexes [Vol. I, Bk II, Chart 37, 54, bpp. 44, 75; Bk III, Chart 17, bpp. 80-82;
Vol. II, Bk IV, Chart 5, vpp. 37-38] to diaphragm and shoulders
j. Scapula release [Vol. I, Bk II, Charts 36, 46, bpp. 43, 55; Bk III, Chart 24, bpp. 99-100;
Vol. II, Bk IV, Chart 7, vpp. 35-36; ET, vp. 221] and chest (A-P) release
k. Visceral lift [Vol. II, Bk V, vp. 82]
C. Also see Heart Progression; Heart Chakra Balance [IV.E.3 in this Appendix]

III. Fire: Balance Parasympathetic and Sympathetic Nervous Systems:
A. Parasympathetic (Craniosacral Nervous System)
a. Check respiration: pulse ratio (use carotid pulse) [Vol. I, Bk I, bpp. 87-89]
b. If pulmonary pulse is fast (>1:4): stimulate upper cervicals (C1-C3) and occiput
with double rotary contact to stimulate X Cranial Nerve
c. If pulmonary pulse is slow (<1:4): inhibit cervicals and occiput with gentle contacts
to inhibit X Cranial Nerve
d. If balanced (= 1:4):
i. First, inhibit most tender areas gently, then more firmly until relaxed
ii. Second, use heavy pressure on less tender areas, or constricted, tense areas on
spine and back until it relaxes [also Vol. II, Bk V, vp. 138; EES, Charts 3, 8,
vpp. 181, 186]
e. Balance above contacts with perineal contacts
f. Gentle contacts for nervousness and hysteria [Vol. II, EES Chart 7, vp. 185]
g. If using deeper contacts, alternate between hands (stimulate and inhibit); make
opposing contacts to any part of the body, as indicated.
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i. Perineum -- S2, 3, 4 (upper glutei) – X Cranial Nerve (neck and occiput) -- XI
Cranial Nerve (Trapezius, SCM) [Vol. I, Bk I, bp. 80; Bk III, Chart 1, bpp. 26-30;
Vol. II, EES, Charts 19, 20, 22, vpp. 197, 198, 200]
ii. Perineum to various motor-sensory areas [Vol. I, Bk II, Charts 27, 30, 31,
bpp. 34, 37, 38; Vol. II, Bk V, Charts 7, 8, 14, vpp. 118, 121, 153]
iii. Contact from great sacrosciatic notch or S1-2 articulation to tense spinal areas
[Vol. II, Bk V, Charts 14, 17, vpp. 153, 161]
h. Balance east-west currents [Vol. II, EES, Chart12, 17, vpp. 144, 161]

B. Sympathetic (Thoracolumbar Nervous System)
a. Diagnose from neck to establish triune pat-tern [Vol. II, Bk V, Chart 2, vp. 85],
then correlate vital centers and actions
b. Contacts begin from feet [Vol. II, Bk V, Chart 19, vp. 163], to lower extremity
[Vol. II, Bk V, Chart 6, vp. 113], to spine [Vol. II, Bk V, Charts 2, 15, vpp. 85, 158]
c. Check sympathetic reflexes as tenderness over transverse processes. Balance from
heels and Achilles – sacrum and glutei – along spine – occiput - neck and shoulders
[Vol. II, Bk V, Chart 18, vp. 162; EES, Charts 3, 19, 20, 22,
vpp, 181, 197, 198, 200]
d. Contact Ganglion of Impar with glutei musculature – spinal musculature – C1
transverse process [Vol. I, Bk I, Chart 8, bpp. 81-84; Vol. II, Bk V, Chart 14,
vp. 153; EES, Chart 8, vp. 186]
e. Balance coccyx with sphenoid [Vol. II, Bk V, Charts 16, 17, 18, vpp. 160, 161, 162];
L2-3 radiating contacts to motor areas [Vol. II, EES, Charts 3, 17, vpp. 181, 195]
f. Drain axillary lymphatics and neck [Vol. II, EES, Chart 9, vp. 187]; nasal mucosa
obstruction release [Vol. I, Bk I, bp. 62]
C. Umbilical radiating contacts to sensory areas [Vol. II, EES, Charts 2, 4, 17, 18, vpp. 180,
182, 194, 196]

IV. Water: Balance Cerebrospinal Nervous Systems with Vital Actions and Centers
A. Balance by Contour
a. Contact glutei with shoulder contacts (same and opposite sides)
[Vol. I, Bk 1, Chart 7, bp. 78]
B. Craniosacral Balance [Vol. I, Bk II, Chart 11, bp. 18]
a. Balance ilia with parietals, hips and temporals, sacrum with occiput, coccyx with
sphenoid, pubic arch with mandible, anterior and lateral pelvis with maxillary
bones, abdomen with frontal, nasion with sphenobasilar mechanism and
sacrococcygeal mechanism [Vol. I, Bk III, Charts 15, 16, bpp. 76-77, 78-79;
Vol. II, Bk V, Charts 8, 18, vpp. 121, 162]
i. Balance Atlanto-Occipital and sacroiliac diagonals through C5 and T5
[Vol. I, Bk II, Chart 13, vp. 150]
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ii. Balance feet - pelvis - cranium [Vol. I, Bk II, Chart 4, bp. 11; Bk III,
Chart 3, bp. 37; Vol. II, Bk V, Chart 4, 5, vpp. 105, 110; EES,
Charts 5, 6, vpp. 183, 184]
C. Sacroiliac Balance [Vol. II, Bk V, vpp. 134-138]
a. Inhibit psoas, iliacus, rectus abdominis and pyramidal is with neck lift
[Vol. I, Bk II, Chart 19, bp. 26]
b. Balance acetabulum to opposite shoulder [Vol. I, Bk I, Chart 6, bp. 76; Bk II, Charts
9, 10, 11, bpp. 16, 17, 18] and psoas to opposite shoulder
[Vol. I, Bk II, Chart 25, bp. 32]
D. Balance from hands and feet to vital centers (Vitality Balancing)
a. Assess areas of hands, thumb webs, feet, ankles and correlate with neck,
sympathetic and parasympathetic findings [Vol. I, Bk II, Chart 4, 17, 31, bpp. 11, 24,
38; Bk III, Chart 3, bp. 37; Vol. II, Bk V, Charts 4, 5, 19, vpp. 105, 110, 163; EES,
Charts 5, 6, vpp. 183, 184]
E. Correlate and balance with vital actions and centers
[Vol. I, Bk I, Charts 4, 5, bpp. 48-49; Vol. II, Bk V, Chart 6, vp. 113]
a. Fire principle triad [Vol. I, Bk III, Charts 7, 8, 16, 25, bpp. 54, 57, 78, 101]
i. Last joint of fire fingers (Anterior-Posterior and Lateral) – last joint of fire toe
(AP, lateral) - anteromedial knee, thigh (contact all along air current) – lateral
to pubic tubercle (Air long current) – opposite side along air current above
umbilicus at costal margin, then clavicle – orbit (opposite) – jaw to top of head
– umbilicus to orbits – orbits to contacts on occiput (opposite sides).
b. Air triad [Vol. II, Bk V, Chart 11, vp. 141]
i. Kidney/adrenal foot reflex – cuboid – ankle reflex – calf reflex – T11-12 – chest
and scapula (opposite and same side)
c. Heart progression [Vol. II, Bk IV, vpp. 40-41]
i. Thumb web – head of humerus [Vol. I, Bk I, bp 13] and interspace on back of
hands between 2-3-4 fingers – interspace on back of feet between 2-3-4 toes –
first joints of fingers – AP, lateral 2-3-4 – first joint of toes – AP, lateral 2-3-4 –
release left great toe [Vol. II, Bk IV, Chart 6, vp. 42]
ii. Release scapulae – gentle rocking extension of Atlanto-Occipital articulation
and neck [Vol. II, Bk IV, Chart 7, vp. 45]
iii. Contact diaphragm with shoulder stretch (same side)
[Vol. II, Bk IV, Chart 8, vp. 47]
iv. Mid-diaphragm to pituitary contact with fingers over temporal-parietal cardiac
stability center – lower contact over mid pelvis [Vol. II, Bk IV, Chart 9, vp. 50]
v. Mid-diaphragm to jaw and other important brain reflex centers [Vol. I, Bk II,
Charts 43, 44, bpp. 50, 52; Vol. II, Bk IV, Chart 9, vp. 50]
vi. Contact over T4-7 spinous processes to rhythmically squeezing contact over
neck and phrenic nerve [Vol. II, Bk IV, Chart 13, vp. 50]
vii. Heart chakra held with (o) thumb of right hand, (-) contact elsewhere
[Vol. I, Bk III, bp. 36]
d. Fire straight line reflexes [Vol. I, Bk III, Chart 4, bp. 45]
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i. third toe (AP, lateral) – top of ankle - knee and thigh (top-Fire current) – mid
inguinal ligament – mid costal margin – mid clavicle – TMJ, chin, orbit
e. Earth triad [Vol. I, Bk II, Charts 32, 60, 61, bpp. 39, 81, 82; Vol. II, Bk V,
Chart 13, vp. 149]
i. Lacteal stimulation about umbilical region [Vol. I, Bk II, Chart 20, bp. 27]
ii. Colon reflex on foot–cuboid–ankle – reflex between tibia and fibula – knee–
colon–arm reflex to colon – Cervical transverse processes
f. Water triad and pelvic contacts
i. Foot reflex to breast region – breast reflex behind calf – abdominal aorta reflex
behind knee – genital reflex over buttocks – chest/breast reflex on back over
scapula region (and gentle rocking motion) [Vol. I, Bk II, Chart 62, bp. 83]
ii. Prostate drainage with ankle contacts [Vol. I, Bk II, Chart 61, bp. 82;
Vol. II, EES, Chart 7, vp. 185]
iii. Water therapy [Vol. II, Bk V, vpp. 154, 156]
g. Geometric reflexes [Vol. I, Bk III, Chart 4, 5, bpp. 45, 48; Vol. II, Bk V,
Chart 12, vp. 144]
i. Ankle – (knee)– hip – wrist – (elbow) – (shoulder) –TMJ – ankle
ii. Lateral hip (TFL) – lateral shoulder (Deltoid) – lateral neck musculature

V. Earth: Polarity Manipulative Release
A. Feet

a. Manipulative balancing
i. Arch release through cuboid [Vol. I, Bk II, Chart 38, bp. 45]; also large toe on
short leg side [Vol. I, Bk III, Chart 17, bp. 80; Vol. II, Bk IV, Chart 5, vp. 38]
B. Spine in general
a. Stretch release
i. Origin – insertion release [Vol. I, Bk II, Chart 32, bp. 39]
ii. Dissipate local spasms [Vol. I, Bk II, Chart 24, bp. 31]
b. Specific bipolar contacts
i. With current flow [Vol. I, Bk II, Chart 23, bp. 30]
ii. Against current flow [Vol. I, Bk II, Chart 24, bp. 31]
iii. Spinal balancing [Vol. II, Bk V, Chart 2, 15, vpp. 85, 158] bilateral balance above
and below
iv. Local spinal analysis to release hypomobile segments (-), above and below
hypermobile segment (+) [Vol. II, Bk V, vpp. 92-93]
v. Balancing by tension diagnosis (opposite side contacts inhibit both; same side
contacts to inhibit above and stimulate anteriority below). Also check by
hyperesthesia [Vol. II, Bk V, vpp 100-101]
vi. Contact anterior inferior sacral base with either leg torque or opposite contact
along spine [Vol. II, EES, Chart 22, vp. 200]
c. Manipulative balancing
i. Pressure manipulation along spine
[Vol. I, Bk II, Chart 22, bp. 29; Vol. II, Bk V, vp. 143]
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C. Hips and musculature attached to pelvis (innominate)
a. Stretch release
i. Right hand contacts umbilicus, left hand rolls short leg in, long leg out [Vol. I,
Bk II, Chart 53, bp. 74; Vol. II, Bk V, vp. 94]
ii. Rock with shoulder and hip contacts (side posture)
[Vol. I, Bk II, Chart 35, bp. 42]
b. Specific bipolar contacts
i. Hip-shoulder reflex contacts [Vol. II, Bk IV, Chart 13, vp. 59] and psoas contacts
ii. Thigh outward with knee inward rotation – pubic lift with calf muscle contact
with outward twist – thigh muscles out twisting to umbilical contact [Vol. I, Bk
III, Chart 9, vp. 60]
iii. Ankle, hip contacts [Vol. I, Bk II, Charts 54, 55, 56, bpp. 75, 76, 77] with reflexes
continuing to back and occiput, with foot flexed in or out [Vol. I, Bk I, bp. 84]
c. Manipulative balancing
i. Side posture hip release with tension set by direction of thigh
[Vol. I, Bk II, Chart 34, bp. 41]
D. Lumbars
a. Manipulative balancing
i. Side posture, sore cervical side down, with tension set by leg position [Vol. I,
Bk II, Chart 34, bp. 41; Vol. II, Bk V, vpp 99-100; EES, Chart 19, vp. 197]
ii. Sitting position, with cervical opposition contact [Vol. II, Bk V, Chart 15, vp.
158; EES, Chart 23, vp. 201]
E. Dorsals (Thoracics)
a. Stretch balancing
i. Upper dorsal bilateral contacts [Vol. I, Bk II, Chart 41, bp. 48]
ii. Sitting position stretch with arm as lever [Vol. I, Bk II, Chart 45, bp. 54]
b. Manipulative balancing
i. Sitting position with arm leverage, foranteriorities and rotational fixations [Vol.
I, Bk II, Chart 45, bp. 54]
ii. Upper dorsal lift, for anteriorities and relaxation (note: contraindicated if
contact is initially painful) [Vol. I, Bk II, Chart 50, bp. 59]
F. Cervico-Dorsals
a. Stretch release
i. Stretch neck between occiput and thoracic contact (prone)
[Vol. I, Bk II, Chart 41, bp. 48]
ii. On high shoulder side, contact musculature of upper thoracics and push
toward spinal groove with opposite contact on opposite side of head as bracing
support (middle fingers straddle ear) – oppose direction of contacts across
horizontal to relieve tension [Vol. I, Bk II, Chart 47, 48, bpp. 56, 57]
G. Cervicals
a. Stretch release
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i. North Pole Stretch
[Vol. I, Bk II, Chart 42, bp. 49; Vol. II, Bk V, vpp. 139-140]
ii. Modified North Pole Stretch (jaw contact and slight rocking motion)
[Vol. I, Bk III, Chart 25, bp. 101; Vol. II, Bk IV, Chart 7, vp. 45]
iii. Jaw contact stretch [Vol. I, Bk II, Chart 27, bp. 34]
iv. "Foramen magnum" stretch (rotational and side bending)
[Vol. I, Bk II, Chart 39, 40, bpp. 46, 47]
v. Cervical stretch with opposite contact over forehead to bend head back over
cervical contact supported by T1
[Vol. I, Bk II, Chart 49, bp. 58; Vol. II, ET, vp. 221]
vi. Cervical stretch with head bent forward from behind (sitting position)
[Vol. II, Bk V, Chart 16, vp. 160]
vii. C3, 4, 5 contacts with opposing contact on opposite side of head to gently push
and lift [Vol. I, Bk III, Chart 23, bp. 97]
b. Manipulative balancing
i. Support contact behind head on occipital-temporal region, with cervical
support at specific level for gentle release [Vol. I, Bk II, Chart 39, bp. 46]
H. Sacrum
a. Specific bipolar contacts
i. Gentle contact with middle finger of right hand (dorsum) over gluteal crease–
opposite contact (middle finger) over involved PSIS
[Vol. I, Bk III, Chart 15, bp. 76]
ii. Prone position: contact right thumb on apex of sacrum on anterior side, with
upward, lifting direction slightly toward – opposing contact along spine and
occiput [Vol. II, Bk V, Chart 17, vp. 91]
iii. Prone position: thumb on PS sacral base side, hand squeezing buttock opposing contact along spine and occiput [Vol. II, Bk V, Chart 17, vp. 91]
iv. Prone position: elbow on PS sacral base, opposing contact thumb behind PSIS
on AI sacral base side [Vol. I, Bk II, Chart 21, bp. 28]
v. Prone position: contact PS sacral base side and apex of sacrum on that side to
torque and lift sacrum [Vol. II, Bk IV, Chart 4, vp. 30]
vi. Side posture: AI sacral base side up – fire finger contact on PS side of apex of
sacrum, opposing contact thumb on AI sacral base side PSIS directed toward
opposite (down) shoulder [Vol. I, Bk III, Chart 14, bp. 74; Vol. II, Bk IV,
Chart 14, vp. 32]
vii. Supine position: thumb contact through abdomen onto AI sacral base with
opposite hand under back of neck - lift on exhalation and direct sacral contact
downward and superiorly [Vol. I, Bk III, Chart 14, bp. 74; Vol. II, Bk IV,
Chart 14, vp. 32]
b. Manipulative balancing
i. Side posture: AI sacral base up, release with tension set by direction of thigh
[Vol. I, Bk III, Chart 17, bp. 80; Vol. II, Bk V, Chart 4, vp. 105]
ii. Reflex release through big toe on short leg side
[Vol. I, Bk III, Chart 17, bp. 80; Vol. II, Bk IV, Chart 5, vp. 105]
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Appendix F

Polarity Therapy Relationship/Recognition Dimension
Practical Curriculum Overview for the “Relationship/Recognition Model”

This section is an outline of topics to be addressed in building “Relationship/ Recognition
Model” skills within both the Associate and Registered in Polarity Principles education.

Content outline of Relationship/Recognition Model Competencies
A. Relationship
1. Boundaries
2. Proximity
3. Pride and Fear Issues
4. Orienting in Time and Space
5. Non-judgmental Listening
B. Recognition
1. Subtle Listening & Palpation
2. Energy Anatomy
3. Anatomy
4. Resonance

Relationship Content
A. 1. Boundaries
To learn the art of therapeutic relationship, the student encounters multiple sub-topics. First, the
basic energetic presence of practitioner and client is studied, with attention to where the separate
fields touch and overlap (the “boundary” between the two people).
Appreciating and respecting boundaries is the foundation of differentiation, a cornerstone of the
Polarity communication process. The need to correctly differentiate between self and other is
effectively facilitated by realistic boundary awareness.

A. 2. Proximity
Here the student learns how proximity, both in physical distance and in energetic intention, is a
key variable in creating a functional relationship. If the practitioner energetically overwhelms,
invades, crowds or intimidates the client, the proximity is too close, and the client will respond
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with defensive measures of shielding, acquiescence or distraction. Too-close proximity may
recapitulate earlier experiences of traumatic contact with another person, and this memory may
be transferred to the practitioner.
If the practitioner is too aloof, the relationship will also suffer. The client may feel abandoned,
become the pursuer (trying to please or placate), or may be distracted and lose interest.
The issue of proximity applies to physical, emotional, mental and even spiritual relationships,
and implies attention to the transaction between practitioner and client. Issues of transference
(“the way in which a client gives his/her power to the therapist”) and counter-transference (“the
way in which a therapist projects or transfers his/her own issues onto the client”) are invoked by
unclear boundaries and proximity problems.

A. 3. Pride and Fear Issues
Neutral stillness is a key attribute of practitioner presence. Employing a Relationship/
Recognition model, a practitioner will be facing numerous personal issues before neutrality can
be adequate to the task of the encounter. A prideful or fearful practitioner will hardly be neutral,
as the desire to be appreciated, the impulse to perform, comparisons with other therapists, and
related phenomena will distort the energetic mirror being cultivated in support of the client.
It is not realistic to expect practitioners to transcend pride or dispel all fear before beginning
professional work. These quests are lifelong struggles for everyone. At the same time, the issue
deserves attention and the sincere commitment of even a beginner, with some training as to how
these topics may be addressed at least during the session, if not throughout one’s life. If the issue
is clearly articulated as a part of the process, the beginner will have some orientation to the
requirements.
Including this practitioner skill in curriculum requirements differentiates Polarity Therapy from
other modalities. Awareness of pride and fear are not formally established as major educational
prerequisites for a practitioner in many health care education programs.

A. 4. Orient in Time and Space
Another dimension of Relationship is the ability to orient in space and find stillness. Most people,
when questioned on the subject, will find that their attention is often in another time and space,
not the here and now. Neutrality implies being present in the moment, with full attention in the
session.
To achieve this level of presence, many teachers have suggested orienting in space and time, using
techniques from ancient and modern sources such as yoga or martial arts. The practitioner may
take a few moments to follow the breath, notice the surrounding space, find the core centerline
of the body, bring the imagination deep into the earth below and far into the sky above, and attach
imaginary “tethers” to the ground below and behind to reduce the mind’s tendency to wander.
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A. 5. Non-judgemental Listening
A final requirement for Relationship relates to judgement. It is common for practitioners to form
opinions about the functionality of the client’s life strategies. This has been found in the Polarity
Therapy world in the forms of lifestyle preferences, body-reading and related teachings.
However, within the Relationship/Recognition context, these opinions must be adapted or the
client may feel judged excessively and may be unable to experience a clear reflection. The
practitioner role is colored by the opinions, and the client may be unable to see through that
coloration to form clear energetic self-awareness.
For non-judgement, the practitioner contains and moderates value judgements of good or bad.
Instead, the practitioner can hold the more neutral position that all phenomena expressed by the
client are strategies in search of the universal benefits of health and harmony, whether they agree
with the practitioner’s values or not. This aspect of Neutrality does not need to negate a
practitioner’s personal values, but rather contain them in a respectful space.

Recognition Content
B. 1. Subtle Listening and Palpation
The basis of Polarity Therapy Relationship/ Recognition dimension is a subtle interaction in
which the client can see him/herself reflected, and thereby gain new self-awareness. However,
the reflection is not intended to be a passive or mute mirror. The reflection function is active and
super sensitive to subtle expressions of the client’s system, signals which are likely to be missed
in the ordinary awareness of daily life. People constantly make comments, show facial and hand
gestures, or experience sensations which may be overlooked or unappreciated as to their deeper
meaning. In this model, these become extremely important. The practitioner is trained to notice
subtle expressions which would otherwise be passed over, and these become doorways of access
into great self-awareness.
The development of subtle listening skills is a lifelong project. The palpation of energy
expressions often confounds new students.
Similarly, the practitioner employing this model may require a sharpening of listening skills in
terms of visual and verbal information. Visually, the client may express subtle changes of
coloration, hand gestures, postural shifts, and numerous additional expressions. In the
Recognition model, these should be caught and noticed, not overlooked.
In Recognition, the intention is to recognize for the purpose of self-awareness, which exists as a
benefit on its own merits, unrelated to session planning. The benefit relates to the client feeling
seen and heard on a deeper level, and thereby motivated and empowered to express him/herself
at a deeper level.
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A much higher level of expectation of sensitivity, as well as exercises in sharpening the senses
generally, and noticing more specific detail, are all needed for purposes of Recognition.
Once the practitioner has sensitivity enough to detect subtle movements and expressions, the
notion of “recognition” arises. Hearing a story in a foreign language is of little value. The
practitioner must understand the energetic implications of expressions sufficiently to interpret
them to some degree of accuracy.

B. 2. Energy Anatomy
Energy Anatomy is defined as the pulsations, relationships, patterns and shapes as defined in the
APTA Standards for Education (Appendix C). This skill area in the "Relationship/Recognition"
dimension is commonly known and described in current Polarity Therapy.
However, for Recognition purposes, the context is slightly different. The intention is less about
planning sessions based on symptoms, and more a dynamic appreciation of subtle movements
and expressions on any of the energetic channels noted in Appendix C. The three layers of the
energy system may carry specific information via pulsation and “sixth sense” intuitive messages.
For example, the sensitive practitioner may perceive energetic focus at the earth chakra, in the
form of low pulse along the earth long line and tissue pulling around the coccyx. Listening
closely, the practitioner may notice a subtle feeling tone of fear embedded in the pulsation, and
may also have an intuitive sense that this fear relates to a long-ago time in the client’s life.
In the Relationship/Recognition dimension, the practitioner holds these perceptions in his or her
awareness. In the presence of this perception, the client could feel deeply acknowledged and the
session might proceed with access into this otherwise buried material.
This process does not have to become verbal. The practitioner does not necessarily have to
articulate the perception; somehow clients respond to being heard whether it is made cognitive
or not. This may be an energetic response of the client’s system’s intelligence, which runs deeper
than cognition.

B. 3. Anatomy
The Relationship/Recognition dimension implies a deeper familiarity with anatomy. In this
dimension, the tissues are perceived by what seems to be a form of “remote viewing.” The more
detailed mental image the practitioner has of the tissue beneath the client’s skin, the more detail
it can deliver. A form of dialogue (this is very challenging for the practitioner) ensues between
the hidden tissues and the practitioner, as if the practitioner’s knowledge of anatomy represents
command of the native language of the client’s system.
Perceiving unseen physical tissues leads to a “conversation” from the client’s system to the
practitioner via a sixth sense.
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Anatomy study for the Relationship/ Recognition approach emphasizes the visualization of
tissues. This is a specialized form of training relying on cadaver study, video animation, and
similar techniques, somewhat different from the conventional anatomy education based on
learning textual information. The intention is to be able to hear a subtle signal from the client’s
system, expressed in anatomical language, and accurately visualize the relevant tissues so that
the client may feel heard and gain self-awareness as a result.

B. 4. Resonance
The final aspect of Relationship/ Recognition relates to the phenomenon of bringing energetic
rhythms or cycles into more harmonious relationships outside the self, including interpersonal
interaction with the practitioner and also relationship with a universal field. This seems to be a
spontaneous outcome of right relationship and deep recognition.
There is a long tradition supporting this dimension of the healing experience, and Dr. Stone was
deeply committed to a cosmology in which harmonizing of internal and external vibratory
patterns is seen as central to healing.
In Relationship/ Recognition theory, “As Above, So Below” extends to attunement with energetic
patterns of natural order, also called in various traditions by such names as “universal mind,”
“field phenomena,” “laws of form,” “sacred geometry” or “matrix.”
The purpose of studying universal patterns as part of Polarity Therapy is to gain the capacity to
recognize and support harmonization of vibratory patterns.
The wireless energies in the atom and in the solar system are the same as in the human
body... [Vol. I, Bk I, bp. 3] the same energy which is in nature is also in us.
[Vol. I, Bk I, bp. 11]
The FOUNDATION FOR ALL THERAPIES naturally rests upon the constitution of
matter itself and its manifestation in organized forms as motion and function.
[Vol. I, Bk III, bp. 1]
Is it the body, or the whole being that needs tuning into the Universal Current, when man
is ill? [Vol. I, Bk I, bp. 38]
In this model, the practitioner becomes closely familiar with the universal laws of form, and holds
for the client the possibility of energetic re-organization to mesh smoothly with the micro- and
macro-environments of life.
Each type of energy has a vibratory speed and wavelength which determines its function
and affinity to other similar units of energy functioning in the body, or outside in the
cosmos... [Vol. I, Bk I, bp. 18]. It is said that God Geometrizes…
[Vol. I, Bk I, bp. 22]
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This same principle is the basis for aspects of sound therapy. The study of sound and light as
energetic archetypes may move more into the mainstream of Polarity Therapy within the
Relationship/Recognition dimension of practice.
Resonance also refers to the entrainment of rhythms, a naturally arising phenomenon. If the
practitioner creates a presence of neutral informed reflection, with knowledge and felt-sense of
harmony, the client’s arising self-awareness may become entrained and self-adjust appropriately.
In Resonance, the practitioner is concerned with the health of the client, more than the disease.
What resources exist to support healing, and how is the presenting condition an expression of the
client’s inner intelligence? The practitioner recognizes what the client is doing right, and amplifies
that part of the overall signal through resonant presence. By recognizing and reflecting the health
of the client, that is never lost as long as life is present, the practitioner accesses the universal
forces that create coherence in the client.
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